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Itateti of
One
a

privilege
being shot or hung.”
•Suddenly an idea struck me. I remembered
something that might save my life. I burst
into a violent fit of laughter, in fact it was
hysterica], but they did not know it. They

Advertising:*

inch of space, in length of column, constitute

“square.”

§1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
alter; three insertions, o**less, §1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” §2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” §2.00 per square first week,
§1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, §1.50;
halt a square, three insertions, §1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Maine State
Advertisements inserted in the
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every parof the State) for §1.00 por square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insor
lion.
Speci al Notices at the usual rates.
El'IT' All Communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the Editor of the Press,”
week

and thosu of
lishers.”

a

business character

to

said

“Suppose he don’t think

we are

said another.

in

My only reply

was

fit of laughter

a

“What is your name?”
“Did you ever hear of Ned Willett?” Ire-

“You may be certain of that. Ain’t he the
head of our profession?”
“Well, then, I’m Ned.”
“You Ned Willett?” they all exclaimed.
“You may bet your life on that,” 1 returned,

swaggering

up to the comer where 1 had seen
the old woman counting and packing the
counterfeit half dollars.
Fortune favored me.
None of the men
present had ever seen Ned Willett, although
liis reputation was well known to them, and
my swaggering, insolent manner had somewhat tin own them off their guard, yet I could
plainly see that their doubts were not at all
removed.
“And you call these things w’ell done, do
you ?” 1 asked taking up a roll of the money.
“Well, all I have to say is that if you can’t do
better than this, you had better shut up shop,
that’s all.”

“Can you show

‘‘Are you certain ?”
certain.
They arc remarkably
executed, but are deficient in weight. See for

was.

“How will yon prove it is
asked one.

yourself.”

And he placed one of them in the balance
against a genuine half dollar, and the latter
brought up the tbnner.

character proved.
“Perhaps he got this by accident,” I heard
aman whisper to another.
“Try these,” I said, taking the other two out
of my pocket.
All their doubts now vanished.

“Beautiful!” exclaimed

In a
moment the whole truth burst upon me. Here
ofcounterfeiters
I
was
in search
was the gang
of, and the landlord anil his wife evidently befor
same
in
the
to
one
band,
comer I
longed
perceived them employed,—the man i<olishing
off some half dollar pieces, and the woman
was packing the finished coin into rolls.
I had seen enough and was about to return
to my apartment, -/hen I suddenly felt a
heavy hand placed on my shoulder, and turning my head around, to my horror found myself in the grasp of as ill-looking a scoundrel

escaped the gallows.
“What are you doing here, my good fellow?” he exclaimed giving me a shake.
“Taking a stroll by moonlight,” I replied,
endeavoring to retain my composure.
“Well, perhaps you wiil just take a stroll
inside, will you?” returned the ruffian, pushing open the door, aud dragging me in after

separated.
The next day I returned to Chicago and
brought down the necessary assistance, and
captured the whole gang of counterfeiters in
the very act The den was broken up forever,
we

and most of them were condemned to serve a
term in the State Prison.
I have those half-dollars still in my possession, and never intend to part with them, for
they were certainly the means of suviug my

they

saw me.

“Why, what’s all this?” they exclaimed.
“A loafer I found peepin'
outside,” said my

captor.

‘•He’s a traveller that came to the tavern
last, night and asked for lodging; the last I
saw of him he was safe in bed,” said the land-

lord.
The men withdrew to a eorner of the apartment, leaving one to keep guard over me. I

they wore in earnest consultation,
evidently debating some important
man keeping guard over me
question. The
1 had not
said nothing, but scowled fiercely.
said a single word duriug all the time 1 had
been in the barn. I was aware that whatever
soon saw
and were

Thousand

Are offered, for

The FolUwiag

price*

of

Mouie

of the

Picture*

we

GIVING AWAY!

General Grant, on Horseback,.
General Sherman,.

2.00

General Sheridan,.

1.00

Lincoln,.
President Johnson,.

1.00

Mrs.

and

Calf

Dry Goods,

great variety of

a

Patent

Leather

Having fiillen
for our

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Doul.lc

1.00

Hon. Edward Everett,. 1.00
Beautiful English Farm Yard,. 1.00

Archbishop Hughes,...*.•
Feeding the Horses, (very fine).
Village Blacksmith, (very fine).
Fine View of Portland,.
Departure of the Pilgrims,.
Landing of the Pilgrims,.
Court of Death,.
First Prayer in Congress.
Washington’s last interview with his Mother,
Washington’s first in ver view with his Wife,....
Washingfbu’s Inaugural,.
Washington’s Adieu to his Generals,.

also have

1.00

Hon. \Vm. H. Seward,.
1.00
General McClellan,. 1.(0

Beautiful English Homestead,...
George and Martha Washington (ea).

We

und

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

1.00
1.00

3.00

taken one-haIf of the Store occupied by

anr

Beat

Prints at

our

Beat

DeLainea, at

offer the public

a new

and

choice

Consisting of
HOODS, SHAWLS, GLOVES, HOSIERY, UNDER-VESTS, DRAWERS, CORSETS, &c.,
And a fine selection of Thanksgiving and Christinas
Presents. Also a new article never before introduced
in this city.
I shall sell my goods as LOW as the lowest.
1 would most respectftilly mvite the public to call
and examine my stock before purchasing elsewhere.
COME ONE!

NO*

2

ALL!
DEERING HALL.

COME

UNDER

J. H.

Nov 28—(13w

HENRY P.

FOGG.

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

Commission &Forwarding Merchant
JQjT Merchandise

of all

Northern account.

kinds bought and sold

ou

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Nobfolk, Va.
5CS*- Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior: Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
*o‘.8d6m
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

Bradstreet’s

Rubber

moulding

AND

Weather Strips!
when proi>erly applied to Doors
AREandwarranted
Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Snow

and damp. It is tar more desiraDust, Rain,
ble than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the cost.

I( has

in a single instance failed to
give .satisfaction—and pel feet satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
have it
to their Dwellings not only as regards
health and comfort, but as a matter of economy, for
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will
iu a single season save one-half the fuel that would
otherwise he required to make the appartment counter lab le.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR'S
EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders lor the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will he fitted tohousoes if desired.
Parties in the State desiring large or small quantinover

applied

A

Inducements

for r.VRTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

on

uughan, Pino, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
vir‘V!.l'V e-’’
Lewis, Iiramliail, Monumorn’ Danforth,
,
<(l',,ltII»n,
ment,
Orange and Salem Streets.

They will sell on a credit of from one to ton veara
if desired by tho purchasers, and
to parties wlm wili
bnild houses of satisfceterv’
vance, tj desired, one fourth oj the
on
coniuMum qf the house. From parties who mV; A m
mediately, so cash payments
Apply every day except Sumlav, from nine *„
A. M„ at the office of the
suW.ribers, *h“! P‘
may be seen, and full particulars obtained
J. B. BROWN & SONS
Portland, May 3, 1863.
mxyttf

J
cost\qfhSlMna

BaJfjiSii"™

^*5

J.

W.

SYKES,
PURCHASER FOB EASTERN

ACCOUNT,

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Partioular attention given to shipping by qoickeet
ami cheapest routes. Ao. IBS! South Water St.,
P. O. Box

471.

Chicago, Illinois,

No. 3

A LARGE STOCK

3.00

G. Bswdlear k Co; MaynW. Chicker rg; C. U. Cummings
k Sons; H.
k Co; Chas. U. Stone; ilallctt, Davis k Co; Boston.
1. N. Bacon, Esq, President Newton National Bank,
Newton,Mass; C. B. Coffin,Esq, N.T.City, feMMJy

Peering

yourselves at

Our

BOUGHT FOR

and Gilt!

Eight by Ten.$1.50
Ditto in Rosewood and Gilt,.
The Public

can now

REAL

procure

CASH,

And

1.25

Pictures of

MERIT!

Smallest Possible
So that all who buy

Advance,

goods are

our

Aa CHEAP
And

At LOWER PRICES than

before offered in
Portland. As the subscribers wish to reduce
their Stock, and as they Manufacture
their

Frames, they
to

GOOD

are

enabled

Value

Full

ever

We invite all who

Co.,

Store, and assure
buy.
ONE

visiting Boston to call at

are

them

they will

never

be

rOItTI AN D.

Half Million Dollars Worth
BE DISPOSED OP

to

LOOK

Without Regard to Value.

b

until you know what you
to receive,

are

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
44
44
with Bells and

500
500

Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44

Castinota,

200 to

500 44
50 44
100 44
50 44
50 44
50 44
20 44
6) 44
20 doz.
40 44
100 each

30 to
dialing Dishes,
44
1000
20 to
Ice Pi chers,
44
2500
with Salvers^O to
Syrup
Cups,
44
5000
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
,4
3000
15 to
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 to
5000 Doz. n Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
44
44
10000
TableSpoons&Forks2t) to
250 Gents’ GoldHunt’g-CaseWatehesOO to
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
70 44
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70 44
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest anu Neck Cliains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
6000 Jot and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardCliains,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Geld Brooches’
10 44
4 to
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
8 44
4
to
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
C 44
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
10 44
3 to
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
8 44
3 to
Studs, &c.,
6 44
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
10 44
10000 MinatureLockets,
2.50 to
44
44
4000
20 44
magic spring, 10 to
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, «2fce,
8 44
2 to
10 44
6000 Plain Gold Kings,
4 to
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
10 44
2.50 to
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
11 44
4 to
10000 California Diamond Rings,
1C 44
2 to
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
15 44
5 to
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies' Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 44
Holders,
6000 Gold Pens and Gold Exfcc nsion
15 to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
5 to
10 44
Certificates of the various articles aie first put into envelops, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
by mall, thus giving all a fair chance. On .receipt of
the certificate, you will see what you are to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

Seud 25 Ceiti for Certificate*
In all transactions by mail, we shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, paying the lnjetage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents for every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S.amps.

BR YAN BROS. &

CO.,

58 Liberty St., New York City.
Nov 4—(13mo8

Ou

Monday,

No. 333 Congress Street.
AT

l»e found

city,
price, at 353 Congress Street,

Tuition per month,

No.

8

Exchange

jyjKN’S.^VOMEN’S, BOVS’,

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiWELL
tions. Levees, &c., may be obtained
applied4

uon io

RICHARD

junelfidtf

on

COLE, Superintendent,
N5.3 Tolman

face.

recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES
of

Gents’

Street.

MISSES’ and CHIB-

Men’s ami Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys* and Youths’
Calf and Thick Boots, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses* and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
tir’ Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS.

Leather, Hemp Packing, tfc.
To all of which they invite the attention
old customers and the public generally.
Lace

Ns.

of

their

N. S.

J520

Congress Street,

OPPOSITE

select from
AND
Ladies, Misses,
of

Clothing
Full

Establishment

Middle”Street,
keep,

Assortment

of

Term oi this School will commence
X on WEDNESDAY, Nov. 29th, 1866. For lull
particulars apply to W. G. LORD, A. M., Principal,
rrUIE Winter

or

N0RF0LK_0YSTERS!.
day
received the first cargo of

This

OF

Oysters,

EXTRA

QUALITY,

Bath

Plain

Fresh

Arrival!

CARGO of OTST E R 8, direct
Virgluia. For sale, Wholesale

from

Retail, by
Nov. 20—d2w

consignment a Bankrupt
Stock ol RUBBER OVERCOATS which he is
hi
sell
at
S3.00
each. Any person in want
permitted
should call im media tel v at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Nov. 8-dtf

Celebrated

CHASE, CRAM

we

have opened with

Wlilgery’s

DANA &

Station

Furniture !

Edge

recommended.

ocl8d3moe

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Parllaad, Maine.

Work executed In every part ol the State.
juneldtt

and

us

are

tuning

OF

PORTLAND, ME.
Sole

Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mas*,

janeltf

BRADBURY Jb

warranted to give

done

KIMBAIyL,

PREBLE STB EET, (Near Preble House.)

Steinway A Sons, of New York.
by experienced

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Attorneys
Ofllce

CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.

March &-<l&wtt

P.

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Fortes,

with all the modem improvements, which they can
sell as LOW os can be purchased elsewhere, ol tLe
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, io
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which ore
All instruments sold by
satisfaction.

SCHUMACHER,

MANUFACTURER

undersigned begs leave to oniThe
bounce that they are
manufacturing and
LL « Upkeep constantly on hand

117

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

PORTLAND, ME.

Fancy,

MERCHANT TAILOR!
131 Middle St.,

KE«fSn?°58tantly
MENT of

on

hani1 A FINE ASSORT-

12 anal 14 Franklin Street,

Sept 1 -d3m

HOWARD,

1GG Middle

respectfully
Portland that he will sell for the
WOULD
announce

HOOP

Hand-Knit Breakfast

MAKE

AT

COST l

ROOM

FOR

A RARE CHANCE l
rpm^undersigned
contemplating making a change
A. in their

busings, would dispose of tneir Retail
Trade, together with* Horses, Bread Carts and Baking Implements, on reasonable terms it applied for

HOLIDAY

Oct. 3, 1865.—<ltt

r.

Arcade
1
DAVIS,

l\

FUR

GOODS !

■

■

Middle Street.
on

band.
~

IMPROVED

COMPOSITION,
—

ESQ*.

It ooling

JOHN F. ANDERSON.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

MEASURE,

tnch

By CHARLES (JUSTIN A CO.
Block.

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Temple Street.

17 dswtf

I.

ASSORTMENT OF

Painted Chamber

—

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E. MERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

JauSGdtf

Patterns,
Morton

AND

CJ- ravel

Head af Long Wharf.
BRADLEY, COOLIDQE & ROGERS.
d2m
Portland, Oct. 2,1866.

May 3—dtf

CO.,

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

CHASE.

CUT FROM

■

WARREN'S

novadtf

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

Shirt

■

marlStf

E have this day removed to

T.

TRUE b

Needles and Trimmings always

Removal.

D.

a

Agents,

JOHN P. SHAW,
FRED E. SHAW.

'yyr

n. v i)

xj

54 and! 5G

aad Al-

tered*

Portland, Nor. 1,1866.

ME.
novd'tSJUtf

WOODMAN,

—

gsTFara Exchanged, Repaired

PORTLAND,

j

t

Woolens,
Street,

SEWING MACHINESI

HATS, CAPS,
AND

Free

}

nAHKELL,'

I. CHAPMAN,
a

and

18

H-

DTJPEE

PHOTOGRAPHER I

Sets,

Received and for sale by
BURROUGHS & HUDSON,
Nov 24—dtf
4 Free St. Block.
Just

Hoop

Sk'rts made from Washburn and Moen’s

wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fsncy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
Bp" Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle Street,
next above Hay’s Drug Store.
best

W.

Nov 10—dtl

U.

BEST

OF

AMERICAN
THE

HOWARD.

THOMAS F. WALJLEIt,
GENERAL

Merchant,

-AND-

Shipping

Agent,

No. 69 Grnvlcr St., NEW ORLEANS.

Refers to—Messrs. T. & J. B. Cummings R O
Conant& Co.: Watson Newhall, Esq.; Portland"
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangor, Maine.
N. B—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
will lie guaranteed a return
cargo of Cotton. Present
rates ofFreight are one and a half cents
per pound
(on Cotton: to Boston. An experience of fifteen
years here in the business justifies me In offering to
secure cargoes as above.
Correspondence solicited
and

promptly answered.

novlftdlm

FRENCH,

PAN 'I1

ENGLISH

p*ct"rc‘ of themselves
Ij?
ble r.I
price*, tor
good work

AND

REEVES',Tallar,
No. 98 Exchange St.

friendH,’ at

*a»,n

>-

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK.
prices
A FINE
CA SSI MERE, and

FANCY
A*
Nov 4—dtf

QENTLEMEN,
At
Nov 4

A. D.

REEVES*,Tallar,
98
Exchange St.

get your

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES*, Tallar,
dti__ 98 Exchange St.

French

Fluting !
French

Fluting

!

0*> Preble Street*1’1** “ *"• 8‘SHKPPAKDH,

s5S*f!5ShSr

A

below °Itord

FINK ASSORTMENT of

“* requested to eaU
and give me a try,
I am bound to make as
good workaseanbe found.
An assortment of FRAMES,
<&e will be (bund
here. Patronage solicited.
Cwrg Pictures »3,00 a Pows. a* P*1 “
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE sml UNION STS.

*
as

VESTINGS,

THOMAS F. WALKER.

tST If you are in want of any kind of PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office,

or

as
os In to tm had at auv
uUv- Copying dune of all kind* of
tnrea, and worked up by a competent artist at pkthe
roome. Especial attention
paid lo Children's pictures: also to pictures of sick or
deceased persons
persons
out of town or in the
city.
I have the old negatives oi Mr.
Morrison's at mv
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
hail them there will find them
from which
here,
C*D ** Uken wlthoat
reoopying, at the lowest

*“

GOODS,
A* D‘

A«
Nov 4—dti

soon.

PEARSON h SMITH,

BROTHERS,

A LARGE
GOODS.

Importers and Jobbers of

Goods

J>ry

Where they will be CONSTANTLY SUPPLIED
with all the LATEST ST Y LES of

Shawls,

Good* !

Fancy

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL k 00..

copart-

At the old stand of J. F. SHAW,

AND

Which he manufactures to order in the LATEST
STYLES, and at FAIR PRICES.

Catting Dane Tor Other* to Make.
The public are invited to CALL.
Portland, Oct 26,1866.
eod2m

the Ladies ol

SKIRTS,

Cassimeres, &c. Commission

N. B.

to

NEXT TEN DATS,

Doeskins,
IP’ He Cut, and superintend, his work himself,
guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

Street,

a

130 MIDDLE STREET,

Jt OS TON.

R.

W.

Broadcloths,

and

SHAW

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

TO

GOOLD,

undersigned have this day formed
rjpHE
X nership under the firm style of

—

A full Stock oi Straw and Pelt Good** adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market price* to dealers only, by

Oct 2V-cod6w

NA THAN

Copartnership.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.
-ALSO,-

Law,

Middle Si reel,

noYi)’tSOdtl

1

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Dana,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

FORTES.

Piano

Woodbuby 8.

John A. 8. Dana.

C.

PIANO

let,

Dana,

June ldtf

Grate-

lul for the liberal patronage of the last
Twenty yearn,
we hope for the continuance ol the fbvore ol our old
friends and the public.

Boston, September 30, 1865.

Salt,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
Luthku

CHAS. J.

fail to command thelavor of
whether in regard to Uualaa

CO.,

F i*h and

Our stock, mostly manufactured
In
by
the most faithful manner, of the Latest ourselves,
Designs.com, IBBAUY- WN1NU

Iu every varlet ', cannot
all in want of Furniture

Wharf,
Portland, Me.

ocilSdti

fresh stock of

and

a new

STURTEVANU,

Commission Merchants,

&_ BANCROFT.
Passenger

k

GENERAL

HajrMarket Square,

where
goods.

Silver Plated Cacka.

Brass &

description of

EVERY

SINCE

Pianos to be
Tuners.

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

81 Middle Street*

XT. A. HALL
on

Stock of

BIBBODNTS

ITT DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.

I- W. ATWOOD,
No. 303 Congress Street.

just, received

and

make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. Hla stock of Furnishing Goods
is large, embracing the best styles in the maikot.

Two Uollurg per <; ill Ion Holld.

nov20d3wlaJAMES FREEMAN.

GOODS,

Which he will

AT

No. 83 Federal Street,

full

Black and Colored Corded

Doeskins,

to

J. A. WATERMAN,
Sec. <H Trustees.
Gorham, Nov. 17,18G5—d&w2w

Cloths

Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,
Broadcloaths,
Cassimeres,

and fashionable stock ol

SEMINARY!

GOODS]

FALL
Comprising a

Moscow

Messrs. A. &

GORHAM

Hosiery,

The ladies are respect hilly invited to call and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
November 18,1886.
dtf

NEW

the

ME.

Water Fixture* lor Dwelling House*. Hotel*, Public Building*, Shop*.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country t&ithfully executed. All
kind* oT JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description*.
aprfMltf

the recent fire at our old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have taken the
large and beautiful Halls over the

IN

SKIRTS,

Gloves and

Bawl*,

Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
aug9dtl

331 CONGRESS STREET,

a

Embracing

Gents, Boys and and Childrens
wear
every description.
Having for some years past been in the employ of

S. ShurtlctF& Co., Shoe Manufacturers
ami Wholesale dealers in tills city, feel confident that
1 can sell as low as the lowest; and
by strict attention and fair dealing, hope in a short time to gain a
good share of public patronage.
Nov 9—dlw

he

GENTS’ FURNISHING

MECHANICS* HALL,

a new

GARDINER’S

Whtre

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

Corsets,

DEALER

Tailoring! Black English Crapes,

PLEASE REMEMBER

TO

NEW

No.

nol5tt
_!

CiiNtom

81

J. M. JOHNSON'S

RETAIL

HOOP

prices

90 Exchange Street,
N early opposite Post Office.

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

Oet 13—d2mos

GHD

Furnishing Goods.

-THAT-

Rubber Belt*, Hose and Packing,

FOLLETTE,
IMPORTER,

PORTLAND,

W&im. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Magee Furnaces and Btovos.

ity. Style or Price.
Every article warranted

Which he will keep in fUll lines.

the city.

Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

—Also,—

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

Ladies' & Children’s Underflannels,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Particular at eution paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

HAS

HALL.

HAS

cannot be surpassed for style and make in
Also a Fine assortment of

J. & C. J. BARBOUR,

-AND-

AND

MAINE,

HEAVY IRON.

Agents in Portland for

OF

force Pumps and Water Closets,

fuXXkfand^HAMBER*0^

HOSIERY, GLOVES,

R. 33.

P L U M B E R!

0 joking, Office and Parlor Stores,
OF

MAINE.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

FURNACES, RANGES,
WORKERS

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND,

Aug 25-dtl

SON,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Boston and Maine

ADDED

Tailor,

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,
RUBBERS, RUBBERS! which will be manufactured
into Garments which

*** W* NOVES’ ,”“‘rnC,0r'

MECHANICS’

stocks
be
lowest
near Green St.
can

SAMUEL BELL.

Oct 24—dti

may.lesire to Improve, and thus devote a portion of
Uielr winter evenings in a profitable and useful man-

Nov 28—dlw*

one

complete stock of

CORSETS!

WHOLESALE

CHISAM,

opened a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING
STORE, at
2Vo. 96 Exchatfge Street,

selected

of tho best
ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that
CAN
found in this
which will be sold at the
casli

W. F.

NEW STORE!

Merchant

BELL’S

SAMUEL

Fresh

At his Room 347 1-2 Congrees Street,
STUART’S BLfJCK,
Where those under his charge will receive special
attention in Penmanship amt Anthograpliy, daily, in
connection with other branches of the English department.
The Evening Session will las open to pupils of both
sexes, on Monthly, Wednesday and Friday Evenings,
from 7 until !> o'clock, for Instruction in Penmanship
&c., &c., offering a grand omwrtunity to those who

NEW STORE,

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

his Winter Term

Dec. 11th,

received at any timo.

TOWN

TTiJP

Day and Evening* School
commence

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
Ing bought and sold.
sept20dtl

Oct 23—cod3mos

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!

300
150

WM.BEOWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

nxr_

s t o

o

&

AT

of

Ne, lOS Middle Street.

No. 30 Exohange Street,

BUCKLEY

HOOP SKIRTS
.A. 1ST D

NOYFS

PORTLAND

ed.

FOLLETTE,

154 Middle St. to 331 Congress St.,

Of all descriptions, by

Solicitor

SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to salt.

-FOB-

(Comer of Hawley),

Not to be Raid

L. B.

Second-Hand Clothing,

SUMMER STREET,

AT

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

PUMPS.'T.EAD PIPE,

RE M O VA L.I

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

PORTLAND*

WILLIAM H.

2wed

80 Ksehu,,, Street.

N.

MACHINES for

Bt,,

MAKER

A.

!

Sept 7—dtf

W, IX ROBINSON.

And

AF-

THIsl

AT

for EMPIRE SEWING
State of Maiuc.

6S mid GO Middle

HARRIS’,

at

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

Aug. 20—dtf

And to Ids

TERMS CASH.

PRICE.

THOMAS E. MOSELEY &00,

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

underslgfied will
ol School for Boys,
THE

THE MARKET

Hat.

FOB SALE!

Sole

the CHEAPEST,

Coat-Makers Wanted.
Nov 2—dim

our

urged

Belt Clasps, dec., die.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

No. 113 Exchange St.

bargains:

Trimmings,
NETS,

HAS REMOVED FROM

give

R. J. D. Larrabee &

for

aa

the BEST
at the Store of

Furnishing Goods

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents

Duntlerburg

Nov 23—dim

OF

Manufacturer:* ol and Dealers In

Lapland Hat,

GOODS,

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

lull variety of

as

And Gents’

CHEAP FOR CASH, BY

Hosiery, Gloves, Yams,

& Co.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Dictator Hat,
Rusher Hat,
West End Hat,
Dasher Hat,

Christmas Presents !

FANCY

P. MORRELL & CO..

MONEY l

THFIR

FOR

as«OOD

FORDS,

a

Beltings,

GENTS’ FUENISHING GOODS,

of getting

sure

a

JOBBEBS

Esquinieaux Hat,
Deltnonico Hat,
Saratoga Hat,

New and Complete Stock

CLOTHS,

AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

to show

HEAD

Over and Under Garments,

Deerintf, Milliken

OFFICE.

Successors to G. L. Storer tf Co.,

WOULD

Clothing.

——ARE——

POST

CAPS,

BLACK, WINE and GRAY,
Opposite the Post Oflce.
November 18,1865.

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

Goods

OPPOSITE

-OF-

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

Dealers ia all hiada el

»..

Bloch.

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER.

-OF-

3.00

CHOICE SELECTION OF

Walnut

References—Messrs. 8.
k

tor

Chase, Littlefield St, Co.,

to

wra

of nad

October 2—d3m

Inform limit friends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
hy Are, is again in complete repair, and are now .pre-

pared

IP’ Please Call and examine

3.00

Pictures in Oval Frames,

_Nov28-d3m_
Great

ENTIRE STOCK in

our

luapanen

Hardware & Window Glass,

novlldtf

MERRILL & SMALL

Portland, M*.

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sts.

In

25c.

,

KING & DEXTER,

HARRIS’

AJLIj MIGHT A GAIN!

30 and 33c.

SAME PROPORTION.

WE HAVE C0N9TANTY FOB SALE

3.00

_A.11

ties of

Weather Strip* and Moulding*:
WiU please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be Ailed for the State of Maine:
in all
when sent by Express Companies C. O. D.
other cases uie money must accompany the order.
Atfent* Wanted llirougliout tho State. Information will be given in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.
WHITTEN & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Uen. Agents for Maine.

guarantee to soil

25c.

2.00

All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !

GOODS!

FANCY

we

“

Imnolltf

Succes

EASTMAN,

EASTMAN.
Nov 10,18C5.

ICKli T T

In

Manufaotnrer of Mirror * Pioture Frames.
No. M MARKET SQUARE,

PORTLAND, ME.

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
Portland,

25c.

Hale,

Street, 888 Congress Street,

IT' See Small Circulars.
Nov 27—dlw

found at any other Store !

be

can

B. M.
E. D.

Nov 17—dtf

Deering liloclt,

I am now ready to
selection of

Bleached

All

the

Children.

“

All

Anil

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and

1.00

“

As

prepared to sell at as
LOW
HATES
are

kTf

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

CO.’S,

Novelty

HATS AND

A complete line of 3-4,7-S, 4-1, 5-4, and 6-1 ALL
WOOL and COTTON and WOOL.
A choice selection of BALMORALS and NUBIAS.
Our goods being purchased at greatly reduced

PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring, Whitening and Whlte-Waaldnir nromutP
attended
to.
Irom out ul townaJlvn,
Orders
ly
n
tca'
May 'H—dtt

J,

DRAWERS,

EEAlSnsrELS I

STUCCO AHD MA8TI0
W0BKIB8,
0»k Street, between, Con
grew ,Pd Free SU.,

Deuler

and Weolen Yarn; 10-4 nil Wool
BLANK. E1S, very CHEAP ; Cotton and Linen llooda in all varieties;Russia and Scotch
Crash.

have decided that notwith-

we

ourgood luck. For instance
are selling

“

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

3.00

AX, S O

It is NO GIFT ENTERPRISE!
WALNUT FRAMES made to order, cheapthan the cheapest, at

Gloves, Hosiery,

prices we

®aad yard wide Bro. Sheeting at

Oxford Ties, &c„ Ac,

1.00

5.00

LADIES CLOTH, in all desirable Shades.
Thibets,
Poplins, Alpacas—plaid anti plain; Mohair Goods of
every variety; Prints, Delaines—a new style of silk

standing prices are again advancing, we will
give our customers the advantage of

BALMORAL BOOTS,

1.00

3.00

To purchasers and

plain AND
oknamkntal

EACH I

Consequently

189 Middle

FEENY,

plasterers,

DOLLAR

WM. GRACE &

M.p20dl>r

HOSS &

SLACK

Fiagli»h, French, and German Doeskins
and Castfiuieres*

on

Extra Inducements!

Boles,

Single

the very day we were in the market
first Stock, we are prepared to offer

■^Produce,

I\e do not MANUFACTURE our
Frames, but
soli at tbs above prlee Ibr CASH.

er

PORTLAND, Me.

Special attention paid to consignment!! of all kind*

No Pictures Given Away at this Katahlishaneat 1

BROADCLOTHS,

IN

DRIED APPLES, <Sc.
No. 3 Lime Street,

FRAMES:

ONE

Grand

UNDEll VES TS and

or

-fob-

luster finish.

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,

Selection

Choice

OVAL

Chinchilla Cloths of all Shades,

And in fhct all kinds of

AND WHOLESALE D8ALEU8

oan

part of

S HAWLS!

GOING DOWN!

are

Full length Engraving of Washington,. $3.00
Full length Engraving ol Lincoln,. 3.00

A

only

LONG AND SQUARE {

FOR

■ow

TO

MRS. K. T. CUSIIMAN,
HAVING

BARTLETT,

in

Cheapest I

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus.

Boston and New York Markets,
Consisting

PBODUCE

Commission Merchants,

Pictures and all, Complete !

Direct Ireni

Phil*

or

than the

Cheaper

receiving a

now

BUSINESS,

adclphia*

regulur retail

the

are

Are

I EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

INSIDE GILT, 8x10.

Prices of Dry Goods! Cloaks,
Capes & Cassocks,

STYLES,

Sold in New York

!

HAVING purchased the Stock of DRY GOODS
uu\VELLalU!n Lile 8tore former,y occupied by S. B.

and

DRESS GOODS,

New Goods1

ard

MOST APPROVED
as arc

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

HORACE B. PARKER.

Nov. IT—edtf

Ladies,Misses & Children

Such

Pay for Framing Only

Nov 25—<Uw

Goods,

IVo.

„„„
annum, in advance.

Business Cards.

PICTURE FRAMES!

CHOICE LOT of ENTIRELY NEW GOODS

FRANK

We have all the

The purchaser being required

To

wholesale

the

_Miscellaneous.

1STe w, ]\~©w!

CONVERS O. LEACH,
_

short time,

Fancy Goods.

ana

129 Middle Street,

In all Ha branches.

FREE OF COST,

JUST RECEIVED FROM BOSTON.

I

a

Dry

CO.,

on

GOODS

More

No. 09 Kxcliangc Street,

New

TO

DRY

%

life.

as ever

him.
All the inmates of the ham immediately
stopped work and rushed toward us when

One

“Very splen-

some.

did !” said others.
When they had examined them to their satisfaction they all cordially took me by the
hand, every particle of doubt having vanished
from their minds.
I carried on my part well.
Some questions were occasionally asked me
involving some technicalities of the business;
these, however, I avoided, by stating that I
was on a journey, and would rather take a
glass of whiskey than answer questions. The
whiskey was produced and we made a night
of it. It was not until morning dawned Brat

continued, grew

were

counterfeit ?”—

a

“By weighing it with a genuine one,” I replied.
This plan was immediately adopted and its

‘‘This is the best counterfeit coin I ever saw
in my life,” I exclaimed, examining them
closely. “Is all the counterfeit money in circulation here of the same character as this ?”
“O dear, no,” the clerk replied, “it is not
nearly so well done. These are the work of
the famous New York counterfeiter, Ned Willett. I know them well, for I have handled a
great many in my time. Here is some of the
money that is circulating here,” he added, taking half dollars from a drawer. “You see
that the milling is not so well done as Ned
Willett’s, although this is pretty good too.”
I oompared the two and found that he was
right. 1 supplied the place of the three counterfeits with good coin, and returned the former to my pocket.
A few days after this I received information
which caused me to take a journey to a small
village about thirty miles from Chicago. I arrived there at night and took up my quarters
at the only tavern in the place. It was a
wretched dwelling, and kept by an old man
and woman, the surliest couple, I think it has
ever been my lot to meet.
In answer as to
whether i could have a lodging there that
night, 1 noticed the host gave a particular look
at his wife, and alter some whispering, I was
informed in the most ungracious manner possible that I could have a bed.
I have frequently in the course of my life
been obliged to put up with wretched accommodations, so I did not allow my equanimity
of temper to be destroyed by the miserable
sleeping apartments into which 1 was ushered after 1 had finished my repast.
The chamber was of small size, and certainly well ventilated, tor I could see the stars
through the roof. The bed was simply a bag
of straw thrown into one comer of the room,
without sheet or covering of any kind. This
last fact, however, was not of much consequence, as it was summer and oppressively
hot.
I stood for more than an horn- gazing out of
the opening which served for a window. Before me was an immense prairie, the limits of
which I could not see. The tavern in whicii
I had taken up my abode appeared to be isolated from all. other dwellings, and save the
croak of the tree-toad and the hum of the locust, not a sound reached my ear. It was a
beautiful moonlight night, so bright that I
could see to read the smallest print.
At last I began to grow weary, and throwing myself on my pallet I was soon plunged in
deep slumber. How long I slept I know not,
but 1 was awakened by a dull sound, which
resembled some one hammering in the distance.
I suppose it was the peculiarity of the sound
which awoke me, for it was by no means loud,
but conveyed to me tlie idea of some one
striking iron with a muffled hammer. I rose
from my bed and went to the window.
The
moon Was now in the western horizon, by
which fact 1 knew that it must he near mom.
The sound I have before referred to reached
me more distinctly than when In the back
It appeared to come
part of the chamber.
from some outhouses which were situated a
hundred yards from the bouse.
Now 1 am naturally of an inquiring mind,
and this sound, occurring as it did in the middle of the night, piqued my curiosity, and I
felt an irrepressible desire to go out and discover the cause of it. This desire, as the sound

tending the casting ot moulds, aiul some
engaged in the process of mining coin.

it,” they

all cried.
This was my last coup, and one on which
mv life depended.
“Look here, gentlemen, I exclaimed, taking
one of the counterfeit half-dollars from
my
pocket that had been rejected at the bank,
“here is my last job, what do you think of
it?”
It was Landed haud-to-haud, some saying it
was no counterfeit at all, and some saying it

“Perfectly

was soon in the moonlight.
Not'll soul was visible, but the sound 1 have
mentioned grew much more distinct as I approached the place from whence it proceeded.
At last I found myself before a long, low
building, through the crevices of which 1 could
perceive a lurid glare issuing. I stooped down
and peeped through the keyhole, and to my
extreme surprise I saw half a dozen men,
with their coats off and sleeves up, performing a variety oi strange occupations. Some
were working at a forge, others were superin-

one

couliln.t I’d hang

myself.”

1 uu.

slightest noise,

any better?” asked

us

of the men.
“I rather think I can. If I
“Let’s see

Where they propose to carry
retail

»

CHOICE ENGRAVINGS

drunk,” said some.
“Well, boys,” cried I, speaking for the first
time, “tliis is the best joke I have ever seen.—
What, hang a pal?”
“A
pal—you a pal?”
“I am’t nothin’ else,” was my elegant re3
b
joinder.

tlie year of 1847 the West was flooded with a counterfeit coin. It was so well
manufactured that it passed readily. The evil
at last became so great that the United States
authorities requested that a skillful detective
might be sent to ferret out the nest of coiners.
I was fixed upon to perform that duty.
I had uothing to guide me. The fact, however, that Chicago was the city where the
eounterleit coin was most abundant, led me to
suspect that the manufactory was somewhere
within i|s limits. It was, therefore, to the capital of tlic West that I proceeded. 1 spent
five weeks in the city, without gaining the
slightest clue to the counterfeiters.
1 began to grow discouraged, and really
thought I should be obliged to return home
without having achieved any result. Oue day
I received a letter from my wife icquesting
me to send some money, as she was out of
funds. 1 went to the bank and asked for a
draft, at the same time handing a sum of money to pay for it, in which there were several
half dollars. The clerk pushed three of them
back to mo, saying, “Counterfeit.”
“What!” said I, “you don’t mean to tell
me those half dollars are counterfeit f”

we are

LOCKE <£

Constantly Making Additions

following, together w ith

“Or

During

upon me with such intensity,
that 1 resolved to gratify it at any price.
I put on my boots, the only article of attire
I had discarded, and cautiously ojieued the
door of my chamber and noiselessly descended
A few steps brought
the rickety staircase.
me into the lower apartment, which I found
entirely deserted. I crept quietly to the window, ami unfastening it without making the

BOOTS AND SHOES,

more

“The man’s mad,” they exclaimed.

DETECTIVE.

And have taken the Store Na. S Deering Black,
recently occupied by

To which
The

would respectfully inform their
Portland and vicinity that they have
copartnership under the name oi

FOR

violent than the first.

The Coiners.

T„
-Lerms
*9 per

x

undev8ignod

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER,

ENGRAVINGS I

CHEAP I

earnest,”

plied.

FROM THE DIABY OF A

FRAMED

“time flies.”

Nov. 30, 1865.

THE

A friends in
formed a

PURCHASE
Large aud Well Selected Stock

“Come, stranger, you had better say your
prayers,” said the man W ho had first spoken,

the “Pub-

boston,

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

TO

Notice.

Moseley & Co., Copartnership

T. E.

0

cool, anyhow,”

one.

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Boots and Shoes.

NOW IS THE TIME

looked at one another in amazement.
»
“Well, lie takes it mighty

JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Otficc or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

Thursday Morning,

Miscellaneous.

mus’t

Portland Daily Press is published at
,,,
is oo p6i* year 1,1 advmice.
State Press is published every
Maine
Tub
at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
Thursday morning,
uaid within six months; and $2.50, if payhe Relayed beyond six months.

1805.

_

1 might say would iu all
probability do more
harm than good, and it lias
always been amuxiin of mine, to bold
my tongue when in doubt.
At last tbe discussion seemed to be
ended, lor
the blackest of the whole came
forward, and
without any introduction, exclaimed,_
“I say, stranger, look here, you
die 1”
I did not move a muscle or utter a word.
“You have found out our secret, and dead
men tell no tales.”
1 was silent.
“We will give you ten minutes to say your
prayers, and also allow you tbe
of

PRESS:

I'hliloi',
JOIiiV T. GII-MAiV,
EXCHANGE SiKl.KT,
Pl'BI ISHKD AT 821

•

l>re*w* eiotha.
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A- ®* REEVES*,Tallar,
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gg Exchange St.
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NOTICK-

I

the

Business,
Grocery »»<> Prodace
Under the*™-me
at ISA Pure Street-

Portland,

rv,

m*

$20
novtdtf

Nov.

7th,

of

DANFORT.. A RICKER,
A

DA\FORTII.

1866._nolBdAwtl

BUSINESS SUITS,

Grey, male

of

the best Canada

Wo^^vgs,
99 Exchange St.

...
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PEESSj,

DAILY

PORTLAND^—

Thursday

-———

Morning) Nov. 30, 18(6.
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of the Press is larger than the com
the other dailies in the city.
\\c:l circulation of atl
,1m!y

7V

„va

$S,00 per

Terms

year

jy Headinc Matter

on

iu adeemee.
all Four Pages.

1'ao Financial Discussion.
To the Editor of the Tress:
communiSia:—-Is E. H. T. in his last
is in favor of perpetualhe
that
denies
cation,
ofthe currency, luercing the present inflation
of differaway atl important ground
tlimkt
lie
furthermore
as
and
ence between us,
he underhis previous article could not fairly
i:
stood to implicate him in any such opinion,
how
1
to
first
me
explain
is incumbent upon
I had
came to misunderstand ids position.
written an article entitled “I he Finaut-ml

hjTtaking

Paiadox,” which, as it was in no way contr.
dietory to the views advocated in your columns, you consented,to publish as editorial.—

ihesreUcai views {uDt-'the spirit) o!

When the

matter-’of controversy,
that article,
you very properly declined to become involved
in that controversy, and my reply to E. H. f
was marked with an asterisk. In accordance
with your suggestion in Tuesday’s Press, 1 affix to this communication a special signature
The whole scope and aim of my first arti
real
cle, named above, was to show that the
finau
source of our present and prospective
cial disorders, is the undue expansion of the
became

■

the only cure is to be^xcurrency, and that
contraction of the currency.—
tiirough
pected
of mine is not very new; bul
This

opinion
although,” as Stuart Mill says, “this doctrine
has (though not till after the discussions oi
drummany years) been tolerably effectually
med into the public mind, yet dissentients arc
still numerous and projectors every now one
then start up with plots for curidg all the economical evils ot' society by moans ot an will nitcd issue of inconvertible paper.” Ilppilj
there is great unanimity on this subject in the
quarters to which we naturally look lor guidNot only does the Harvard professor
ance.
of political economy (Prof. Bowen in the Boston Advertiser of Feb. 27) declare, that “the
plain remedy for all the financial evils in
which we are now involved is a steady and
gradual eon traction of the currency,” but
Secretary McCulloch, no mere student but a
practical banker, in bis brief inaugural address
to the principal officers of the Treasury Department, held such language as this: “My
chief aim will of course be to provide means
to discharge the claims upon tlie treasury at
the earliest day practicable, and to institute
measures to bring the business of the country
gkadualuy back to a specie standard.”
In
a

letter written soon after his accession

fice, to Mr.

to of-

Carey,
Henry
published
Philadelphia North American, the Secretary says mere explicitly, “I have been, aud
still am, of the opinion that the circulation
mast be curtailed before a return to specie
C.

and

in

the

payments can be effected.”
read his Fort Wayne speech.

Everybody

has

“If Congress,*

lie says, “shall early in the approaching session authorize tlie funding of legal-tenders,
and the work of reduction is commenced aud

carried

on

resolutely,

but

carefully and prdsolid ground of spe-

deutly, we shall reach the
cie payments, probably without serious embarrassment to legitimate business; but If riot,
we shall have a brief peri oil of hollow and seductive prosperity, resulting in wide-spread
bankruptcy and disaster.” These sound views
have been adopted and enforced by the New
York Chamber of Commerce and the Boston

Board of Trade, and their example ought to
to be widely followed.
The former of these
bodies enters Its emphatic protest in advance

against eveiy appeal to be made to Congress
doling the approaching session, for authority
to Increase the issue of National bank currency beyond the present limit, or the issuing of
a single dollar more of paper money in any
form.
Those views, if sound, cannot be too widely disseminated. The article entitled ♦‘’rite.
Financial Paiadox” had no other purpose than
to maintain these

opinions. It began by affirming til at “the prime cause” of our financial
difficulties is a superabundance of currency.—
It concluded by stating that “it is a duty, so
far as iu us lies, to make plain and patent to
ail readers the fact, that a contraction of the
currency can by no means bo avoided, unless
to go on from bad to worse and end in
repudiation.” To this, E. H. T. replies,

we are

blank

“Why money is scarce, is not, certainly, beis plenty, but because the volume oi
currency is practically diminishing,” and proceeds without further explanation to give .liis
reasons for believing in the practical diminu-

cause It

tion aforesaid. Now in all courtesy and kindness, I beg E. II. T. to consider, if such a re-

ply

to such an article does not

justify

the in-

ference that he attributed the present distress
of borrowers to incipient contraction and

would naturally oppose a continuation of the
same process, as likely to lead to worse troubles. Of course, as he now says he “did not
mean

so,” I willingly accept

his

explanation.
contraction;

But in this case, we both favor
and if so, why did he find it necessary to revive the memory ot
his owu friends ?
The reason is
did not

Big

Bethel

kmg as he had or could gel a greenback.—
The colhpoundintefest notes were not in circulation when they were exchanged for livetwenties, and fcccrctafy McCulloch conse-

by attacking

quuntly could not have supposed he was contraetmgthc eircnlatfcn by that operation. It
was the first step toward consolidating the
public debt.
I will not venture to say again, what E. H. T.
means; but he appears to use the expressions
“contract the currency” and “tighten the money market” as synonymous. It is only necessary to point out, that if this were so, then if
the currency wore permanently contracted, as
we both desire, the money market would get
permanently tight, which would be eminently
disgraoeful. So absurd a conclusion indicates
something wrong In the premises, and we
have not far to seek for it- Suppose the $34,000,003 in currency now in the United States
Treasury were paid out to-morrow and
brought into circulation. There would be
more money offering for goods, and prices
There would bo no increase of
loan markets, and the rate
the
capital in
of interest would be unaffected. The phe-

would rise.

and currency though intimately blended are distinct, and to be rendered intelligible must be carefully discriminated.
R. W.
nomena

of loans

_~

Pictures for the County Jail.

because E. II. T.
pay sufficient attention to the differ-

appetite.
Oah, then, duel! minds

he reached and di-

verted from tlieir turbid channels

by

any huThere is

agency? I think They can.
not, cither in civilized or savage life, a mind
so depraved, that gay flowers and pictures will
not attract the eye and please the taste and
imprint on the tablet of the soul a lasting impression. The occurrence may be soon forgotten; bat the imprest ton, like every act and
thought of the individual, becomes a constituman

ent element of lift
character.

If this is so

un-

der ordinary circumstances, how much more
effective must he the constant influence of
these silent preachers, when the ten thousand
competing sights and sounds of the outer
world are excluded, and both eye and mind
are shut up to the single alternative between
these ever attractive objects and the repulsive
sameness of naked walls ?
In other words
when the mind is starving (or change, for variety. Then why not cover these walls with

cheap pictures, adapted to their condition, such
will revive recollections of childhood, innocence, rural scenery &o., &c., and with maps
too, which they will con over and over as a reas

lief from ennui.
Such have long been my own convictions on
the subject and desiring to consult the persons in charge, whose opinions, based upon
daily observation, must be more reliable than
my own. I purchased, several weeks ago,
a few cheap colored prints and carried them
down; but not knowing the regulations as to
hours of admittance, I was too late in the day,
the turnkey being absent. I therefore left the
pictures with the family, with a brief explanation ; very much encouraged by a hearty approval of the plan on their part and assurance
of ready co-operation.
Calling again after the lapse of several
weeks, I was exceedingly gratified with the

testimony

of the

gentleman in charge in refto the interest manifested
by the prisoners, not only in the pictures I had previously
left, but in what he had previously done in

ence

furnishing them with pictorial

papers

&c.,

for

which I think he deserves much credit.
Now, Mr. Editor, after inflicting upon you
a longer string ef preliminaries than I intend
ed, 1 wish to lay before your readers a suggestion in as few words as possible.
There are
probably hundreds of houses In the city more
or

less

encumbered witli

old

pictures

and

maps, no longer objects of interest or use
where they are, that might bo removed with

between

hearty concurrence of all concerned to
give place to new and better ones. And what
I>etter disposition can he made of such articles than to donate them, (“send them to
jail”) where, if they are not “reformed” they
will be objects of interest and use.
Is there
not an
opportunity in this way to do a little
good at least, with a very little outlay ?
.Should any be disposed to favour the
experiment by contributing articles new or old tor

primary and secondary causes;
mine, because I did not
make my meaning sufficiently clear to pieclude
misconception. I said, “the prime cause” of
the scarcity ot loans is the expansion of the
currency, which has so enhanced prices that
more capital is needed for business than (lie
this purpose, tiio better way no doubt would
be to present them in poreojf; but where this
market can furnish—meaning by “the prime
ft not convenient or not
cau,e” the condition of things which has led
preferred, articles left
at the Daily Press office shall be
promptly forto this result. No, answers E. H. T., money
or
will
be
called tor at any oilier
they
warded,
is scarce because the Secretary of the Treasury
place or places, the donors may be pleased to
has just funded $50,01)9,000 of compound inter- indicate.
F.
Portland, Nov. 1865.
est nates. It is ns i( one should say, the prime
cause of the water rising in the
pump is the
Important Question.
pressure of tiie external air; and another
The Democrats have insisted that before the
should reply, No, sir, it is because the small
opening of Congress the President would issue
boy wags the pump handle.
have never said that the funding of the a proclamation proclaiming the complete rescompound interest notes, the re-opening of the toration of the late rebel States, and then,
Southern markets, and the prospect of a with- they have insisted, the Clerk of the House
drawal of the State currency, have had no in- will have no possible excuse for reftisal to enence

or

rather tbo fault Is

fluence upon the loan market. As immediate
secondary causes, these circumstances have

or

operated to restrict loans, in other words to
produoe a scarcity of money to accommodate
borrowers; and I expressly say in my former
reply to E. H. T. that “the loan market was
disturbed” by tire funding operation. X
deny
however that the circulation of the
country is
as yet sensibly diminished.
When it is I
shall look for a decline of
prices, and not before.

The paper currency of the
country now
consists of $423,000,000 in
greenbacks, $26,000,000 in fractional currency,
$200,000,000
in National bank
notes, and about $50,000,000
more or less, in State bank
bills, amounting in
all to about $700,000,000 in

inconvertible

per.

pa,

Uy law, $000,000,000 of National hank

authorized an,i wiu
notes
m-doubtcdly be
issued. X submit that the additional *100 GOO
030 will be more than the $53,030,000 or State
bank bflls to be withdrawn. istiu think tU(
currency at the South will be supplied by
i£. H. -p.,
Southern National banks.
giving full weight to the Northern demand for
are

tobacco, has neglected the enorSouthern demand for all kind.- of manufactured goods. Not much money has been required for recent exchanges between the North
ami the South. Finally, 1 can only say of the
compound interest notes, that I have seen them
habitually withdrawn from circulation and
hoarded; that the latest issue bears date June
cotton and
mous

80,18t>4;

and that it seems self-evident that
no sane man would offer for Us fece a
note

worth

Boston, Nov. 28,1865.

the Editor of the Press:
which
The good, old
days have come again,
youth of sixteen and romancers take delight
hi. Not exactly the days of Chivalry—that
element seems entirely wanting but the days
when doughty highwaymen cried, “Stand and
deliver.” No greater consternation could
have fallen on Nottinghamshire, when Bobin
Hood led his band through the pathless shades
To

of that great forest of Sherwood, than now
reigns in this valiant town of Boston. Peaceful citizens set the laws at defiance and go to

and from their daily task, armed to the teeth.

compliments of the day are no longer impressive remarks upon the weather, and anxious inquiries after the state of your health,
but—“Have you been garroted ?”
I said to Capsicus, last night, who was examining the edge of a dirk, and adjusting a
stiletto in his sleeve, preparatory to walking
across the Common to the postroffice—said I:
“Why, it seems just like living in the days
of Romance, doesn’t It ? among the lovely robbers that Byron wrote such beautiful poetry
The

about”

“Lovely cut-throats! A set of villainous,
cowardly blackguards!”
“But they used to be knightly and gallant,
and, so brave!”

“Distance lends enchantment to ancient
“Blessed are ye that sow beside all icaters.”—
vagabonds as well as to modem women,” and
[Bible.
with this remark, he buttoned up his overTo the Editor of the Press:
He or she wlio.plucks up a weed and plants coat, in a resolute manner, and went out
He used to laugh at me a few months ago,
a flower in its place, does something towards
when all the women were interested in firethe
face
of
nature.
And
he
who
beautifying
arms—just after the Mary Harris case—beprevents an evil thought in the darkest intelcause I dared not cross the Common alone aflect, by suggesting a good one, does something
ter nightfall; so 1 didn’t blame him so much
to improve the race. Mr. Editor; I am told
for slamming the door.
there are at present ahohl 70 persons of both
Although the villains were at first generally
sexe3 and various ages, in our county jail.—
successful in obtaining watches, money, etc.,
On passing through that building recently (for
they are now as often foiled by the presence of
the first time) ill company with the courteous
mind of their would-be victims.
jailor, I was forcibly impressed with the youthA man who works by night in a piano-forte
ful appearance of the oceupants. All I saw
was crossing Dover street bridge,
factory,
might be regarded its in “the morniag of life.” when
a man presented a pistol and generousBut what a morning! And w hat of the day,
ly gave him the assurance that he would not
wMcli such a morning betokens?
harm him if he would quickly give him his
I don’t know the facts, but suppose most, if
overcoat.
The man drew a weapon from his
a
these
in
few
at
not all of
persons will
years
and magnanimously replied that if he
pocket,
most, bo At large again, os expiration of term. 1 would nm he wouldn’t shoot him. The vilTo say nothing of obligation to benefit, if poslain lost no time in taking advantage of his
sible tlxis class of persons, for tlieir own sake,
and ran as fast as ever he did in his
liberty,
it is certainly a question of no trifling importlife, though his antagonist had nothing with
ance to the community, whether they shall
which to shoot him more formidable than a
leave that institution better or worse than they
tuner.
piano-forte
•,>
>>
entered it.
Another man held a scoundrel at bay for
It is quite easy to conceive, or at least to
some time by coolly pointing at him, an eleconjecture what the main drift of their
meerschaum pipe.
gant
thoughts, and the general eliaraoter and workupon being attacked, made no reAnother,
ings of their morbid imaginations must te
sistance, but held a large knife upright before
those
little
or
with
during
long solitary hours,
his throat, and the earroter in clasping his
no counteracting influence to divert their
neck was severely wouuded.
thoughts into more healthy channels. And
A few examples of condign punishment
few, I trust, are sufficiently hopeful to antici- would relieve the
country of this reign of terpate any marked improvement in such char- ror.
acters by occasional appeals to the moral facA woman was once hung for snatching a
ulties directly. For such fare, they have nc
purse from another woman’s hand on Boston

the

undoubtedly

ITEMS OF STATE BEWS.

Letter from Boston.

o

gyThe Whig says that on Monday evening, the whole village of Oldtown was illuminated by the flames bursting from a barn situated on the island, and the fire soon oommunicated to the ell of the building, but by the
prompt
attention of the fire department the main buildwas
saved.
ing
g'5T"Three hundred shares have been taken
in the Norway National Bank.
gy Col. Nye of the 29th Maine, has been
promoted to Brigadier General by brevet in the
volunteer service.
gy Col. Emerson ofthe 29th Maine, reached
home a few days since much prostrated by
chronic diarrhea, says the Lewiston Journal.
g3T”One of our druggists recently sent an

order to a wholesale

druggist

at Portland to
the amount of $600. This is an evidence ofthe
increasing trade at Portland by our people.—

[Machias Union.
gyThe Machias Union says a shameful outrage was perpetrated on a Mr. Sutherland, of
St. George, an elderly and respectable gentleman, while walking in the street at Calais, by
a

ruffian, who knocked him down and rifled his

Before Mr. S. could rise he was run
wagon and so seriously injured that
As it happened the
his life is held indoubt.

pockets.
over by a

poor speculation, as Mr. S. had
left his money at bis daughter’s, and lost nothing but an old pocket knife, while the rogue is
held to answer for his crime.
villain made

a

gyA lad named Hay man, at St. Stephen,
aged 16 years, was shot recently by the careless
of a gun severing the main artery of
the leg. It was .ound necessary to amputate
the limb to prevent death by bleeding.
gyThe State has made a grant of $10,600
to the West rook Seminary, and $10,000 has

handling

been raised

by subscription.

uted by other citizens. So the seminary bids
fair to be well endowed.
gyThe Lewiston Journal says just at the
borders of that city, near Sabattus Pond, is an
extensive deposit of the mineral known as
Plumbago, or Black Lead ore.

5i^“The Sunrise says two droves of cattle
purchased in the vicinity of Presque Isle, left
last week, bound fer “outside.’*
Aroostook
County is said to be quite drained of stock.
ty The Lewiston Journal says : “So long as
Maine pays so meager a salary to her Judges, a
seat upon the Judicial Bench will not be coveted. Truer words were never spoken.
The

paid the Governor and members of the
Supreme Bench are a disgrace to the state,
but we hope Gov. Cony will appoint no man
not eminently fit for the place, eveu if the
place has to go without filling. The legislature
may then see the necessity of paying a remunerative salary.
CyThe steamer Daniel Webster has discontinued her trips for the season on the Kensalaries

nebec and Boston route.

|yOf $500,000 subscription

necessary to
warrant the commencement of work on the E& N. A. Railroad, $112,000 is reported secured.
We hope the Bangor capitalists will not allow
the enterprise to flag.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED

highCommon, this being the punishment
way robbery, in “ye olden time.”
In Saturday’s paper there were no less than
twelve accounts of attempted garrotting, burglary, thieving, incendiarism, &c.

^p“The National Intelligencer says that the
following was published in its oolunuss, several
years ago, as abonafide advertisement : “Wanted—by the advertiser, board in a respectable
family, where his godly example and Christian
will be accepted as a sufficient
conversation
In the December Atlantic Mrs. Stowe deals
etc.”
with the “Woman’s Rights” question.
Its compensation. Address,
that “a person’s
6yA
contemporary
says
interest
lies
in
the
fact
that
it
came
from
chief
character depends a good deal upon his bringher pen.
She sees the wrong, but she sees it
ing up. For instance, a man who has been
from the same stand-point with Lucy Stone,
brought up by the police seldom turns out reMrs. Dali, and others. Women ought to vote,
spectable.”
they should be admitted to more workshops
6yMr. George W. Stone of Swampscot,
where their brothers toil, they should learn to
Mass., who was tarred and feathered last April
do all work well.
They should bring to the because it was alleged that he had expressed
printer’s case, to the tailor’s bench, the ledger, joy at the assassination of President Lincoln,
has recovered $800 damages of his assailants at
the di3secting-table, all the ambition and enthusiasm of men. In fact, they must lay aside the Essex, Mass., Supreme Court.
&y Maryland mobs are burning down negro
their womanhood and become men, as the
first step in this system of reform.
And the churches and school houses. Gov. Bradford
lias offered $500 reward for the incendiaries.
reason why our noble female reformers have
Who does not see in this one of the evils of
become discouraged, disheartened, and finally
Had the negroes been kept in
have given up the work as hopeless, is that emancipation?
slavery they would have had no school houses
take no
own

themselves

salvation.

interest in their

In other

words,

women

will

not renounce the hope of sometime becoming
wives and mothers (“slaves and serfs”) for the

emulating their brothers in the arts
and sciences and professions.
When men choose a profession, or learn a
trade, marriage is an incentive to zeal in their
vocation; while women lay down their trade
when they become wives. Reform should not
fight against these instincts, but it should befriend and guide them.
It should teach men
who are ever so ready to sustain, protect and
support the weaker sex, who are ever ready to
defend them in a right gallant way, from
wrong and oppression—it should teach them
sake of

to look upon the female laborer as their friend
and co-worker, rather than a usurper. Many

of labor are assiduously closed to wobecause they take work from men who have
families to support, so they throw this woman
back upon some man to maintain, rather than
suffer her to support herself, and perhaps
others.
Reform in the question of Woman’s Rights
has ever labored with one oar, and the opposition lias blindly fought with impotent and
short sighted arguments. We hope that some
true heart may yet set up a banner of reform
upon the heights of Human Kindness, towards
which all steps shall bend—teaching all men
avenues

men

to be just and true to all women as

they

are,

and no longer strive to make men of them before they are deemed worthy of aid.
many fine things about
instructing girls thoroughly in all branches of
housewifery. She has suffered, no doubt from
vain, useless incompetent servants—eye—servants. Few servants find any more interest
manifested for their affairs, than they show
for their employer’s.
Sympathy, kindness,
affection, and not this impenetrable barrier of
“caste,” would do much in democratic America to effect a better state of
things. But the
wrong goes on and will go on—this tyranny
of men over laboring women, though Mrs.
Stowe should write volumes and 1 should say
it wa9 not at all to the point.
There is nothing sensational occuring here.
No news at all. The civil machinery moves
the same as ever. Considerable is being done
in the building line, and the sidewalks on
Washington street are much obstructed thereby. The panic in the dry-goods market has
brought prices down one-third within a few
days, upon cotton and silk goods. The warm
weather continues with frequent rains.
Sunday was a mild and beautiful day, favorable to
worshippers and the constabulary.
L. A. B.
Mrs. Stowe says

to

burn 1

$yihe latest intelligence from Newfoundland records the defeat of Confederation in that
island.
This was expected.
The St. John
Globe says the same feeling of opposition to the
Quebec Scheme pertades all the Maritime

Provinces; and, as

far

as

they

vention which met at Detroit in July last, are
secretly in favor of uniting the provinces with
the States, and the young men of Canada are

rapidly emigrating.
ty Gov. Andrew takes a sensible view of
drunkenness. He regards it as a disease, and
in

of his addresses before the legislature
he suggested that as they had long since legislated for the punishment of this disease he
one

earnestly hoped they

are

concerned

that scheme may be fairly considered rejected
by the whole of them. Certainly, if presented

would

legislate

KyThe President has approved the death
sentenoe of two citizens of Georgia, named
Christopher C. Reaseaud John M. Brown, who
were

convicted

by court-martial

NOTICES._
The First National Bank

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. £. UiHILDi Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,18U6.- dtf s N

ItICE BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
09 and 71 East Water St.,

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands oi Flour on hand
Bertshy’s Best,
n. Warren,

Buy

for

Cabinet,

Newfoundland.
LyThe Boston

says Mr. John
R. Manly, the clerk of the 28th Society for
many years, and a warm friend of the late
Theodore Parker, has just placed a memorial

charge.

stone

on

the site of the Parker

foot high. On the front face, in raised letters,
is the simple inscription : “Birth-place of Theodore Parker, 1810.
&y Four hundred thousand dollars were
coined at the Philadelphia mint last month—
the larger portion of it gold. Where does it all
go to ?
The Boston Advertiser gives the Round
hard rap over the knuckles because the
latter found fault with General Grant for going
with George Wilkes to see a horse race.
The
Round Table is sometimes set with more mustard than beef.
6y A W ashing ton dispatoh says no credence
whatever is given in official circles to the published rumor of a collision between our forces
and Maximilian's troops on the Rio Grande.
Tuble

a

Ey Jenkins, the newly elected Governor of
Georgia is pronounced a “conservative secessionist. This is about the same as calling a
man a temperance drunkard, an abolition slave
holder, a pious tjjief, or a holy assassin.— [Boston Transcript.
iy The grand jury in Chicago have indicted
all the proprietors of the slaughter-houses and
soap factories in that city who create nuisances.
|jy It is decidedly cool in the copperhead

weekly without

take place on the first Friday in January.
|jy The New Hampshire Register says :
“Bonner claims tliat ‘Peerless’ (his iron grey
mare,) is the fastest ho'se in the world. She
has been to wagon, in 2.23 1-4
the fastest
known time

ALONZO S. DAVJS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
Copying done in the best maner.
dee2Stl.

..j

—

take

record;

on

S25,000 for

and says he wouldn’t
He needn’t get round-

her.

shouldered over it; we shan’t make him the
offer.”
i/‘"Charles D. Posten of Arizona, who was
the rival Union candidate of John N. Goodwin
for Delegate to Congress has published a terribly scathing letter upon the latter in the New
York Tribune. He charges Mr. Goodwin and

organ—the Miner— with
hoods and deception.
his

the grosesst false-

LITERARY GOSSIP.
—M. Laugel, who has become favorably
known in the United States by his artieles in
the Revue des Deux Mondes on the American
struggle, and more recently by his letters in
The Nation, is about to publish in France a
new volume on the American conflict.
—Bulwer has written a child’s book, soon to

England, with colored illustrations, entitled “The Wooing of Master Fox.”
published

be

in

—The titles of English novels become more
and more quaint aud grotesque every year.—
The latest announcement is called
Snooded

Jessaline.”
One Jones, a clerk m the rebel war office, announces for publication a “Secret Diary of the
Confederate StateB Government.”
—Thomas Carlyle and Benjamin Disraeli are
candidates for the Lord-Rectorship of Edinand the English public is much amused with the abuse heaped on each by the friends
of the other. Mr. Carlyle’s supporters charge
Mr. Disraeli with having written novels; the
friends of the latter retort that Mr. Carlyle is a
theist and a common scold. Thereupon Disraeli’s friends say that his novels are interesting, and Mr, Carlyle’s friends try to prove him
a Christian, and at last dates the contest was
still going on.
-•-The first published volume of Professor
Whitney’s report on the state geological survey
of California is devoted to Palaeontology. The
volume is to he sold under the law for the benefit of the school fund.
—Miss Dinah Mulock has a new novel in
press, entitled “A Noble Life.”
—Bryan W. Proctor, better known as “Barry
is

life of “Elia.”

Mr.
Cornwall,”
preparing
Proctor is now over seventy-eight years old.
having been born in 1787. He was a school
mate of Lord Byron and Sir Robert Peel, at
Harrow.
a

bought, stored and Insured at
marl3eodly

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,

MORE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF

JOHNSON'S REPRODUCTOR!
The editor of Zion’s Advocate, of this city, has
been using Johnson’s Hair Uoproductor for several
months past, and in that paper of Nov. 8th, 18C5, he
speaks of it as follows:
Johnson’s Reproductor.—We know that it is a
most excellent article to keep the head free from dandruff, and prevent the balr from becoming thin.

Portland, Novomber 18th, 1S65.
Six weeks ago, at which time I commenced using
Johnson’s Reproductor, my head was entirely bald,
and had beeu so thirteen years.
I now, after using
one bottle, have a thick growth of hair all over my
head, and those who wish can see and learn these facts
calling at my residence at Libby’s Corner, or my
place of business at Brown’s Sugar House, York St.
T. B. THOMPSON.

by

Portland, November 20th, 18G5.
Tina certifies I have .'Bed Johnson's Uoproductor
for five weeks only; in that time it has produced for
me a full, fine growth of hair, where before 1 was a
most bald.
JOHN CLAltK, Portland Co.
Manufactured and sold, Wholesale and Retail, by
HORACE II. JOHNSON. \o. 80 Middle
St., Portland* ((Jp Stairs).
Liberal discount to dealers.
nov21sntf
SEELE’8

HAIR

LIFE I

A Magical Preparation
-FOE-

burgh ;

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CEBITS.
For sale at

Wholesale and. Retail,
-BY-

CHARLES

CUSTIS

ft

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July

22—sndtf

Paintings.—The great object of interest at
present in our city is at the Old City Hall,
Market Square, in a beautiful collection of oil
paintings, mostly original, and of a more local
type than we generally find in this way; for
to Quebec and Montreal is but a few hours
travel with us, and we are mostly familiar with
the scenes in Canada these pictures represent.
They are delineated in a most truth ul manner
by M. C. Kreighoff, who has studied the subjects incident to Canada too long to admit of
rivalry in his style. His works have been ex-

tensively purchased by Americans visiting Canada, and we wonder not at it it; for a cultivated taste sees much to admire in them.
The
collection altogether is one of much merit, dif-

fering widely, in intrinsic worth to the large
showy pictures we meet with on all sides. We
hope every true lover of art will call and see
these pictures, and if they are as favorably impressed as ourselves, Mr. Patten will have a
*
good sale.

_SPECIAL
When you

Stationery
At

tho
At

&

got jour

Fancy

Articles

NEW STORE,
Cheap at the Cheapest.

HOLIDAY
A large

can

variety for

PUEHENT8 I

(be

old folks and the young.

J3TA large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
CHEAP. Come and bd convinced,
New Slsre. No* 30 Ceatre Street*

At the

FIRST DOOR FROM

CONGRESS STREET.

Nov.2d.—SNdtf

H* L* BEAL*

Oft in the Stilly Night
DISEASE OF THE KIDNEYS and URINARY ORGANS, are broken of their
rest.
SMOLANDEK’S EXTRACT BUCKU will
remedy that. Tbyit. Price One Dollar. Sold by
every A potbeeary.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
Persons troubl-d with

no29d .tsN

21 Market

Square.

I take pleasure in saying that I have used Carle& Hovey*s CHLORATE TROCEHS, and find
them to be all they promise. I would not be without them.
Prof. W. D. GUNNING,

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented

extremely

and
For

beneficial in its act upon the sMn.

sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good?s Dealers

june31dlyr
A Fact Worth Knowing,
can be repaired in a neat and

substantial manner, at

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew
er has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties wliatevor.
Hall’*

To W. W. Whipple, Druggist, 21
Nov 29—ssdlm

Howe’s
OPENED

Hosiery.

THIS

TWO

Geology.
Market Sq.
on

MORNING l

CASES

Howe’s Best Ladies C. and Wool Hose,
(FROM AUCTION,)

Which

we

shall Retail at 33cts.

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

It is

a

or

young,

should fail to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

use

it.

USED BY THE

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

for Rail’s Median Hair Renewer, and
other.
R. P. IIALL k CO..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietor*.
W. F. Phillips If Co
Wholesale Agents.

OT
take

Ask

n«

auglosodftwflm
BASCOM’*

and

Croup Syrup l

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup. Bruocfcitfc,
Congestion of the Lungs. Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any ot*er difficulties ot Oic Lung* or Air Passage
For the above diseases this is the beet remedy that
was ever offered to the public, a* anv person who has
ever used a bottle will testify.
For t Rocr It has no
equal. For Coughs and COLD#, one bottle will sat-

isfy

that it must be kept in the house. For
Consumption U will give relief when all other remedies fail. PRICK FIFTY CENTS.
Pre)kared an 1 sold by Dr. E. F. Bascox, No. Ik
Middle Street.
any

one

BURGESS, FOBES Jfc CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
Street, Portland, Me.

80 Comraaidal
Nov. 15.

own

utive

admission,

the Democrat’s

ground; nor could they, should an Execproclamation he made, inasmuch as their

election should take place
subsequent and not
to tli§ perfect restoration of
their re-

prior

eighteen mouths accumulated interest, spective States,

Constitution, or putting
der assumed pleas of ueejssity,

provision*, unor ol general
justice,
is as much practical treason as its open violation; it
has not the redeeming accompaniment of manliness
characteristics.
to qualify the other

tyA

capable

new

of

circus has been opened in

holding 10,000 persons,

Paris,

sentatives will stand 66 Union men to 24 Democrats. The senate will oonsist of 23 Urionist*
and 10 Democrats.
fctf“A proposition is before the Missisippi
Legislature to ratify the first section of the

Constitutional Amendment, leaving the last

section out in the cold.

It wont do, gentlemen.

.Nov. 18—8Nd4w#

Office,

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

Body,

Deplorable

phys-

plating

Albany, N. Y.

The author may be consulted
upon any of the diseases
upon which his book treats either personally or
and
medicine
sent
to
by maily
any part of the world;
Oct 6—8 n d&wGm

MRS.
AN

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Pliyattention of Mothers her

sician, presents to the

Soothing
FOR

CHILDREN

Syrup,
TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasnuxlic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to yourselves, and
Belief and Health to youb Infants.
We have put up and sold fids article tor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and tkuth ot it
wliat we have never been able to say of any other
medicine— Never has it failed m a single instance to
ejfect a care, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, ail are delighted with its operations,
and speak In terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak iu this mat ter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is sufferiner from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlle
None genu me unless the fac-siuiiie of CURTIS
& PERKINS, New York, is ou the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Prioe only 35 Cents per Bottle.

better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make tho hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beautiul black or brown, as preferred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Deuas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesal-

IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of RubGoode can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
I Agents.
Goode is really magnificent.
june23ti
ber

N

MfKEM.VEY,

eod&eowDin

2*1

Congroaa

St.

|Per

i'uctuully remove them Without injurin'/

the texture

or

color (tf the akin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases ot the akin a r.oeciality, lms discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harmless.

Prepared only by

D*Tk’ ft0“
LortlrSl™!:G“*
foAK“i!Ml|‘u!0rU* *» »■■■*■, LmJ, Kurrachee

No. 4 Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all
Call for PERRY’S
druggists; price $2 per bottle.
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn siw&nim
Agents, Portland, Maine.

ITCH I ITCH ! ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch
Wheaton’s

M^eilksag,larl

Special

!

ous

New

WILL

2j 600,000 ieet assorted Lumber.
30 uew Platform Cars. 4 feet 8$ inches gauge.
2 > box Freight Cars, 4 feet 8$ inches gauge.
4 Past* nger Cars.
650 Car W heels, (good).
125 pairs Car Wheels, on axles.
4oo

of

64
100
5oo
400
6o0
60
7
8
225
250
220
3
10
7
21
280
34
50
250
5
2
1

8
3
2
2
2
95
200
50
60
9<»0

Ih this city, Nov 29, Mrs Harriet C, wrife of Stephen
Noyes, aged 73 years 5 mouths.
KT Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 21 o’clock,
from No 34 Federal street. Relatives and mends are
invited to attend.
In tliis city, Nov 26, Mr Franklin S Libby, aged 34
27, Ruth Huston, aged 76 years

2,000

t3f“Funeral this (Thursday) afternoon, at 3 o’cl’k,
from the residence of B J Eider, iu Gorham.
In Cumberland Center, Nov 26, after a short aud
severe sickness, Samuel True, Jr, son of Col Samuel
True, P M, aged 30 years 3 months.
papers please copy.)
Windham, Nov 18. Louisa H, wile of Hall Staples, aged 58 years.
Iu Brunswick, Nov 21, Almira, daughter ot Sam’l
aud Mary lloss, aged 4 years.
Jn Bowdoin, Nov 13. Mrs Dorcas, wUb of the late
Thomas Ring, aged 87 years.
In Scar boro, Nov 15. Freddie B, son of Oliver Merrill, aged 1 year 7 months.

Liveriool.Nov

...

mayl2SNeodly

_

4

vale

WOULD

CALEB S SMALL to purchase

can offer our friends and the public greater inducements to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere, for the following reasons: First, our expenrea
are light.
Second, our store is centrally located and
convei: ient for ail.
Third, we shall adhere strictly to
the CASH SYSTEM, and being determined to be as
as
our
word
we
good
defy competition, and will not
be undersold atony rate.
N. B.—The old stock of the late Mr. Gerrlsh wa
have marked down to Less than Half the Oat!, and

would invite the attention of the ladles who are In
want of House Shoes or Slippers to look at them immediately, and by so doing they will secure the best

bargains.
§3r- Remember,

IN

New

y£k for Portland
28tk'

JU8tl“a’ Grc^ory'

SidtinI0Ml7AKr
L^>8>!?hCTJ.Mac21,as;

“S’18 0Uve Branch, Dlx, Calais;
'’“lean,
Pemt,
broke, Shooting Star, Frye. Mt Desert;rfersev,
lea Flower
P
Geo Gilman!
Beland.Eden;
n
NewW Wallace, Mnibvhtae
Sarah
wanl & Frank, Cudworth, and HaU, Pierce; Ed-

Rs°n,<iy,htln:
■fT’it°nng'LKll9worai;

K^datLentlexs

Ousel,

STYLES!

I

Cm. Free .to MIMI. Street*
Nov 30—eod3w

Holiday

G lit w !

-AT—

CLEAVELAND & CO’S,
COB. FREE AND MIDDLE STB.
Not 30—eod3w
of the Statement at the HartfordI
Fire ln.ifri.nrr ('nmgMear, Not. lit, mat.
■nail* to tli* Secretary of the State of Maine, la compliance with law.

ABSTRACT

Capital Stock, (all paid In,)

B1.000,000,00.

ASUTA

*6S,«1.73

Cash and Caah Items,
Loans well secured,

Real Ea ate anineasaharad, cash raloe,
U. 8. an.l Bank Stocks, Bond., Ac., par
value *1,255,450, market value »1,SB8,

375.50,

21,294.54
Sd.caa.M,

1,558,375.50

Total assets,

*1,622,751.77

Unadjusted Losses,
Unpaid Dividends,

liabilities.
,h. 02A2B

’330.00

*UM45dt

Amount at Risk, Oet. 1st, 16*8,
*82,359,775
TIMO. C. ALLYN, President.
GEO. M. COIT, Secretary.
..

State of Connecticut, I
11 artlord County.
I
Nov. 27th, 1865. Personally appeared Time. C.
AByn, President and George 1. Colt, Secretary, of
the above named Harttbrd Fire Insurance Company,
and severally made oath that the above statement by
them subscribed is lu their belief true.
Before me,
EZRA BALL,
Nov 30—d3t
J ustfce of the Peace.
K. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St

Furniture, Groceries, l>ry Goods*
&c„ at Auction.

SATURDAY. 2d Dee’r, at 10 A. M„ Household Furniture, Beds, Crockery and Olam Ware,
Stove*, an assortment ofUrownei, with Dry Goods*
Shirts. Drawers, Overall* Shoes, Collars, Cottons,
See.
Nov 30—dtd

ON

Found.
SMALL sum of money which the owner can
have by describing the same and paying tor this
advertisement, on application to the Grand Trunk
Dining Saloon.
Nov 30—dst*

A

('udwnrth

hlizab«t''i Tainter, YVlnten>ort: CftyPoint.'
-VDi'ifhei
Matthews, and Oak. Grove. Burgess. Belfast
1
Portland’ PaltclBl,n> Wlscasset; E M Dyer! Rich,

WdM«h, Wque Mumyl, Crosby, Malaga, sebs
Be?S ,U°lt’Caib*rl0H: M“urk»- Kimball, for
29th,. sebs N U Hall, Murphy, and Pushaw,
Creamer, Calais; Adelaide, Clark, Lastport; Jasper.
Putnam, Bangor; Cynosure, ally, Cauidon: Lucy
Warren, Greenlaw, Itoi Deer Isle; Arizona, Kogor*,
Bath; L W Dyer, Siunucr, 1‘ovtland; Wm Putnam,
Curtis, Kennehunk.
Cld 29th, hrigNaney N Locke, McCalmon, Philadelphia; sch Grace, Walls, Lllsworth,
Ar

ALL

Cleaveland & Co’s.,

repairs.
Brig Charlena, of Portland, recently

FW. Pendjroke^Fanrde

Framed

-AT-

during

P£*>

Congress Sts.

of Brown and

CHAS. A. RACKLEFF Sc CO.

Pictures

DISASTERS.

dout for Boston.
Old 28th, barques Virginia, Wood, for Montevideo;
Y oung, Rover, Small, Cadiz;
brig Mari Lowell, Parsons, ISosion; scha .Julia, ColHn, Porto Cabellot Mary Jane, Merrill, Boston.
NEW LONDON—Ar 27th, sch William, Fletcher,
New Y ork for Norwich.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sch J F Carver. Itumrill, New York.
Ar 28th, sells Ottoman, Dodge, ami Chronometer,
Gilchrist, Elizabcthport; Commodore Tucker, Load,
and Zicova, Heath, do.
FALL lUVE—Ar 27tb, sch Abby Bracketr, Achom, Now Yotk.
HOLMES'S HOLE —Ar 27th, schs Georgia, GilChrist. New York for Portland: W C Hall, Hlx, do
tor Danvers: Mary Fletclier, Tracey, and Laurel.
Reraick, Boston for Philadelphia; Fred Hall. Mitchell, do for Hartford; Wm Jones, Monroe, Richmond
Me for Nandcjke River; Lookout. Lane, Portland
tor Baltimore; Pembroke, Laughton, do lor Warehum, Campbell, Soule, Kockport for Philadelphia;
F A Balzley, Crosby. Hillsboro NB for do; Lila
for Camden N Js Northern
Bradley, Bangor
Light,
Harper,Calais for New \ork; hathau Clifford,Shute,
Belfast lor do: Union, Rich, and S J Lindsev. FkkOtt, Mill bridge for do; Goo W Kimball Jr, Orickett.
Rockland for do; hlvira A Couant, Foss, Bangor
lor
^
Stonington.
1“
S=b” 'Ge®r«,a- Walter C Hall, Samuel
Anna Gardiner, Mary Flotcher, Laurel. Fred Fish,
llall

corner

Nov 30—eodiwtf
Star copy.

Brig James M Wiswell, Chase, from East Marhi&s
lor New York, put into Moese Pecca 21st for a harbor
and
the gale same afternoon parted chains
and drifted over the bar, losing rudder and knocking
off part of keel. She will return to Machiasport for

sell Pavilion, Snow, Bangor.
Also ar 27th, barmie Eventide, Park, Providence;
brigs Essex, Colby, Boston; 4Jeo Burnham. Mounttort, Providence.
Old 2Tth, brig Alpine, Klllman. Montevideo.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, brig Charlce Heath, Dlx,
Elizabctliport Sir Providence.
Ar 28th, brig P K Curtis,
Atherton, Portland; scha
Hyena, Gardiner, Providence; Dresden, Davis, Rou-

stock of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers!

CLEARED.
Brig Giles Losing, (new, of Yarmouth, 404 tons,)
S B Soule, Matanzas—Littlejohn & Chase.
Brig Hattie S Bishop, Bartlett, St Pierre, Mart—
Phinney & Jackson.
Sch Emma, (Br) Nickerson, Yarmouth NS—Dana
& Co.
Sch Wm Thompson, Hawes, Baltimore—Orlando,
Nickerson.

Welt, Waldoboro;

our

We

River.
Sch Olive Avery, Wilson, Boston.
Sch Commodore, Clark, Pilaw01 th.
Sch Sarah, Pray, Boston for Frankfort.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, barque Jas A Davis.

aTd shoes!

Chas. A. Rackleff & Co.,

PORTLAND.

brig Moontain Eagle.

H. L. ROBINSON,
Br.v*t CoL A. Q. B.

Corner Brown and Congrew Sts.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
rapectAilly give notice to their (Mend.
and the public that they have bought the stock
and taken the store recently occupied by the late
WM. GERRIS1I, ami secured the services of Mr.

Wednesday. November 29.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal, Liscorab, Boston.
Barque Venus, (Br) Parker, Newport E Oct 15th.
Brig Wm Akin, (Br) Bird, Cornwallis NS for New
York.
Sch Jos Long, Osgood, Richmond, Va, via Pocosin

Hughes, Charleeton.

12.

BOOTS

MARINE ISTKWS

New York.

ol ttu above la postponed until TV CR-

..

MisUtsreAimssac.November 30*
| Moon sets.4id AM
| High water.8.25 AM

BALTIMORE—Ski 28th,

pounds

Nov SO—dlawbl

6
9
9
13
16
16
20
29

CITY POINT, VA-Ar 20th, brig Merriwa, Ingcr-

Hand, Cross-cut, and Circular Saws.

Steel Square1*.
Screw Jacks.
lect Spark Netting.
pounds assorted Wire.

OAT, Bee.

Bun rises...7.09
Bun sets. .4 Jilt

soll,

Caloric Engines.
set Planes.

Stationery l.n.iuen, Stoning, Belting, Be., Be—
A too, a Urge lot ol lev ui.I-toml Store., Tout. Knehlaery, and oth.r material.
Shin, to commence at 1* o'clock. In bn a4Jenmnd
Iran day to tiny, until all b cold.
Term*—Cato, In UoTernmnnt lamia.
M. L. ROBINSON,
Brevet Colonel, A. tt. X.
The

DAT*.
South America... .New York.. Rio Janeiro... .Nov 29
Persia.
....New York. .Livenmol.Nov 29
City of Manchester New York..
.9
Moravian...Portland
Liverpool.Dm 2
Cortes.Beaten.Havana.Dm 2
Cuba ....New York. .Havana.I>ee 2
City of Lsvndoit... .New York.. Liverpool_ Dec 2
Now York.New York..Bremen.Dec 2
Louisiana..New York.. Liverpool.Dee 2
FOR

Rockland.

portable Saw- mills.
steam Pile-Di ivurs, complete.

4,000 Files.
9,000 pounds Boiler and Tank Rivets and Plate
Washers.
00 Globe Valves.
15*1 Monkoy Wrenches.
12 Emery Wheels.
4’J reams Emery Cloth and Paper.
28 Ox Yokes.
25 Water Tanks and Hoops.
3,000 Sashes.
Contents of Job Printing Office, consisting of Prvssc a, Type, Cases, Jfcc.
A number of Hand and Truck Can.
Contents of the Supply Stor., which contains a very
large assortment of valuable Railroad Material, new
and of the beet quality.
Contents of Machine end Blacksmith’s Sh p, eonditincol Planer., Lathe., Wheel Pram. PurfM,

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STREAMERS.

water,

Pumping Engines.
Wood-sawing Engine*.

10,000 pounds Chains.

NOWPORT E. Barono Venus—783 tons coal, to
Montreal O.ean Steamship Co; 10 casks sample coal,
& Chase,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 16th, brig Nebraska, Emery,
Boston.
DARIEN, GA—Ar 13th Inst, sch Iaetta, Eaton,
New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 24th, brig Dirigo, Bnmball,
New York.
RICHMOND—Ar 25th, sch Hattie Coombs, Drink-

tons assorted Sheet Iron.
tons assorted Steel.
tons Iron Castings.
tons Brass Castings.
tons Sheet Copper.
ton Sheet Brass.
pounds Boat Spikes.
pounds Railroad Spikes.
pounds cut Spikes and Nalls.

Sheet Lead.
70 boxes assorted Tin

Llttkjohn

ashore on
Brenton’s Keel, has been hauled on*the marine railway at Newport. Her keel is gone and all the planking on the fiat ot her bottom will have to be replaced
with new, and the copper removed from the bdge to
recauik her.

Cable.

irounds Block Tin.

750

1,000

elalne

OF

Vises.
tons assorted Bar Iron.

5o Grind-stones.

died.

North America.... New York.. llio Janeiro ...Dm

Car Springs.
Davis' Patent Car Springs.
tons good second-hand T Rail.
tons obi T Rail.
tons old Strap Rail.
tons Axle Iron, obi.
tons Tire Iron, old.
tons Scrap Steel, old
tons Car Wheels, old.
tons Wrought Scrap Don.
tons Cast Scrap Iron.
tons Lead Pipe, old.
l ns Scrap Dross.
coils, 1J inches diameter, Wile

28,000 pounds Track Bars.
7,5<H) pounds Spike Mauls, Cold Chisels, See.
2,000 Picks and Shovels.
€00 Lanterns.
4,500 Axes. Hatchets, and Adzes.
7,000 Handles.
60 steel-plated Frogs.
90 steel Frog Plater.
50 set Switch Fixtures.
3 portable Forges.

Georgetown,

Asia.Boston.Lmr|*>,l.Doc

Car Axles.

Fliptic

70,000
250,000
140,000
25,000 pounds Rope.
14,500 lect assorted Glass.
6,500 feet Leather Belting.
3,500 pounds Rubber and Hemp Packing.
10 Henderson Pumps.
2,6oo ieet assorted Gas Pipe.

Lam?on Wallace and Mary

Corsica..New York..Havana.Ike
China..Boston.Llveipool ....Dec
North American ..Portland...Liverp.w>l.Ifec
A1 laments....New York.. Liverpool. *ec
Beotia.New York..live*pool.Dm
Nova Scotian..Portland... Liverpool.Dec
Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Dec

new

5,000 pounds Rubber Springs,

In this city, Nov 28, by Rev Mr Strong, Rev Geo
Lewis, of Bcdiord, Mass, and Miss Kate B L, daughter ot Col H D McLellan, ot G.
In Saco, Nov C, Thomas S Libby and Emma E
Maraton.
In Harrison, Nov 22, William Gray and Mrs Elizabeth B Newcomb: same day, Henry Harmon, of H,
and Miss Nellie M Richardson, ot Naples.
In Cornishviile, Nov 18, by Rev M II Tar box, W H
H Ayer and Miss Calista Rand, both of C.
In Pliipsburg. Nov 16. Capf Charles N Delano and

PORT

t

Office of Assistant Quartermaster.
Washington, D. C Oct. 31,
l>c sold at Public Auction, at Alexandria
'a*'ou AiONPAY, the 4thday oi December)

1SCC

_MARRIED,

FROM

Virginia

IMPORTANT TO RAILROAD COMPANIES.

How to ii Stock List.
Sails at the Brokers Board, Nov 29.
American Gold. 148f
United States Coupons,. 117
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 106
United States 7 3-lOtli* Loan, 1st scries. 97
do
2d series. 90S
3d series. 96*
do
United States Fiyotwentles, 1802. 191
do
1864. 991
do
I860. 99}
United States Ten-lortics. 90g
United States Debt Certificates, Nov. 97)
Ogdousburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 38
Ogdeusburg First, Mortgage Bonds. 90
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 66
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 81
Portland. Saco and Portsmouth Railroad....
97
Bostou and Maine Railroad.118
Eastern Railroad. 994

NAM*

Sale

GOVERNMENT SALE.

Nov. 24 —SSd2w

years 5 months.
In Augusta, Nov
8 months.

Ll0Di ftom NwWk

Advertisemets.

Auction
Alexandria

At

person wishing the service* of n eoUr, industriand faWtfu.1 man, iu any capacity, may address
J. N. A. WILLIAMS,
Post Ofhce, Portland, Me.

N0T

fcr

SPOKES.

Notice

Betsey J Lorcaboe, both ot Bath.
In Bath, Nov 27, Frank J Oliver,
and Hannah C Sedglev, of B.

l'W?#P“ldn,

ALLle

ti.fBlrtt!dUH,lon“’brl*884

Ointment

TO THE MERCHANTS OF PORTLAND !
I have sorved my Country during tho war; have
recently been honorably discharged; and now I
desire n good situation.
I am a good writer; am
quick at Iigure*; have a good education, and can procure the best of references.
I am prepared to devote
my whole time to tho interest* of uiv employers.—

Any

1UU’

^rkAUt''e,P

New

25,1865.—8 N‘ d&wlyr

*

Kin* Bird> JoLmen, from

Ar at Messina, Lawrence, from Ban<mr
Sid An Genoa lG‘h, Ionic. KuowIch *?Wnanl

Will Ctirc I he Iic-h iu l'ari,.Eigln Hour*
Also cure* SALT RHEUM, ULCEUS, Chilblain*,
and all Eruptions q)'t)u Skin. price 50 cent*.
For
sale by nil tlruggi*;*.
By Bonding 6b coul* to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agent*, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will bo lor*
warded by mail, free ot postage, to any part of the
United State*.
Oct

Alltmania. at New York.]

Heme, H«„,,

PERRY, Dermatologist,

B. C.

stoamer

Cl l at Liverpool 11th, Freedom, Bradley, tor New
Orleans.
Bat out at London 13th, Liaaie Motes, Austin, for
N jw York.
Old I4tSaxonvillo, Jordan, Rio Janeiro.
9M fn\ Gravesend 12th, E W Stetson, llurlbut, fir
N* w York.
ui1ViL< !Uilirt' loth, Premier, Lewis, Antwerp.
S !?n '.ila"a«w lltli, Dresden. Reed, Boston.
W B I,b““OW* ro‘te'.'ta

Perry9* Moth and Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatcli, (also called Livenpot,)
and Ixutigo, or Freckle*, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies oi light complexion, for the discolored spot;-, show nioro plainly on the laoe ot a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation tn at Mill el-

dlmsn&w3m*

Physiological View of Marriage!
—Containing nearly 3ou pages, and 130 tine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs In a state ol Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, Its
Consequences
with the Author’s Plan of
upon the Mind and
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
euro, as shown by the report or cases treated. A
tvuthfhl adviser to the married, and those contemmarriage. who entertain doubts at their
ical condition. Sent free of postage to any adpress,
on receipt of 25 cents. In stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane.
A

AdHttLtfutey

on

Oct 6—8

Now York.
CM at St John NB 21st inst. achtt Odesta, Water,*
Bath; 23d, Echo, Thomas, Portland; 26th, brig Ambrose Light, Slmi son, Baltimore.

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

DIPHTHERIA,

claim to

A. M.

IMPORTS.

It will keep the hair from falling oat.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the bair?*oft, lustrous and silken.

Argus to intimate that the Freedman’s Aid Society takes no interest in, and proposes to igTHOMPSON’3 HOSIEEY STOEE,
nore, the question of the freedmen’s rights as a
“Red Stocking Sign,”
citizen. The very object of the society is to educate and elevate the freedman, and not indif154 Middle, Cor. Cross St.
Nov 28—ssdlw
ferently to fold its hands while he is made a
mere serf.
It would be like a Christian
society
ignoring the question of religion.
Agent8 Wanted I
To sell the BEST PRIZE PACKAGES in the
gy President Johnson is progressing, and
Cali, or address
in the right direction. Previous to hie note of Country. L. l)RESSEIt, 99 Exchange
Street,
ter upon liisroll the names of Southern memNov 27—dlw*
Nov. 17th to Gov. Humphreys of Miss., he had
Portland, Me.
june3snd&w6m
laid
bers. The Saco Democrat—one of the cleardown
but
three requirements for
distinctly
WARREN’S
the admission of the rebel States to the
It Don’t Make Any Difference
est-headed papers of its school in the State—
Union,
How much Is said about “bogus doctors and bogus
viz : the repeal of the ordinance of secession;
puts the statement as follows;
PEOPLE
ARE
COUGH
A Note of Warning.
the
GETTING
BALSAM!
.TO
repudiation of the rebel debt; ratification of druggists,”
KNOW that SMOLANDKR’S EXTRACT BUCKU
Tlie President having publicly announced that
been found by experience to be the
Has
it
is
President
well
has
noof
the
diseases
will
RHEUMATJohnson,
CURE
known,
the
certain States are constitutionally in the Union, and
KIDNEYS,
emancipation amendment. But in that
entitled to equal representation in Congress with tlie
ISM, GRAVEL and DROPSY. Price ONE DOLtified Southern politicians and Southern Pro- note he prescribes an additional
BEST BEMEDT
requirement, LAR per bottle.
oilier
states, it fc> only fir tlie Clerk to know fliat the visional
For sale by
Kbpre.seutatfves have tlieir proper credentials "aliowGovernors, that before the restoration which is, “the adoption of such measures giving
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Tliorat,
Is.
C.
G11,
SOY,
such as
they wore dnly elected by the people of tlie of their States can be recognized, they must protection to ail fveedmen or freemen in
jpg thattliev
11 Market Square.
person
no21dGt
States
claim to represent, and to enter their
tlamcs on the roll
accordingly.
repudiate the rebel debt, they must provide and property, without regard to color, as will
Without stopping to coutrovert the general for the protection of the freedmen, and. they entitle them to resume %11 their constitutional
Dress Elevators!
Aethuia, Br.achili*, Consumption,Croup,
relations in the Federal Union."
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, ar
proposition here enunciated, we would ask the must ratify the anti-slavery amendment of the
23 Cc«i per Set! At
Inaanimnti.ii of the Image,
The ladies' windows in the Chicago
Democrat to answer the following question.— Constitution. Had he added that they must
and Whooping C.agh,
ANDERSON’S
are
now
attended
The
obby girls.
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPEAdmitting that a Presidential announcement provide for negro suffrage, it is difficult to see postoffioe
SKIRT
&
STORE
00R8ET
YORK
NEW
the
flirting with the clerks.
ject is to stop
RIOR, and while thuseflio cion* it Is perfectly safe to
or proclamation, such as is here
referred to, why he would not have had quite as much auadminister to persons of all eges.
26 Market Sqaare, 26.
tf Northerners are reported to be flocking
would impose upon the Clerk tlie
and warrant for this as for the former
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advanthority
duty sugGEORGE
ANDERSON.
Agent.
tage of being at once valuable as a curative and Into Alabama to buy or lease plantations. A
gested, would he not have a right to demand requisitions.
octlSsnd3m
valuable as a ireventatlve of all tbe diseases ot the
month ago plantations were selling at five dolevidence that the ejection ol the claimants to
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The Saco Democrat, one of President JohnThe world is challenged to produce a compound of
lars per acre, but now the average is ten dolseats in the House took place
erects
its
son’s
friends,
slightly
Wanted
pin
copperhead
Immediately.
equal efficacy and safety.
subsequent to
and rising.
lars,
such proclamation ? To
.*» Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
of
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the
Presidential
honest
16
of
industrious,
or
An active,
years
feathers in view
Boy,
policy,
vary the form of the
No. 1 Granite Block East Market
&y The Boston Herald insists that we are ago, who resides in the city, and who desires to loam Botanic Druggist,Me.
question; if the President's proclamation is and in the following language gently warns about to realize a
Bangor,
Square,
nol4sN<l&ww6m
great reduction in the prices the business of an Apothecary. Address, Portland
necessary U> complete the work of restoration, the Chief Magistrate that bis fast friends of of the necessaries of life. A
real
with
an
Inwhere
and
stato
name,
great many people P. O. Box 68,
would an election held
prior to such procla- the metallic persuasion may abandon him, would like to see it in that light.
terview can be had.
mation he binding upon tlie
it
of
does
this
on
the
the
or
though
dtf
X
principle
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Clerk,
give
63T”By orders from the Navy Department
slightest claims to seats in the House?
ping the devil around the stump.” ^t hits from one-third to one-half of the 3300 men now
to
Cp this time President Johnson has is- him over the convenient back of “the people,”
New Goods, New Goods !
TO DYE EASY
employed at the Navy Yard in Charlestown
sued no proclamation such as
after this style:
JUST RECEIVED AT
the Democrat
are to be discharged on the first ot December.
Is very desirable. Mathews* Venetian llalr Dye Is
concedes is necessaay to authorize the Clerk
Mr. Bailey was re elected mayor of
DRESSER’S. 90 EXCHANGE STREET. the best im the world. Complete In one bottle. No
If.
nMWi!'°n 18 soarecly binding upon one
*° < n^cr the
names of Southern members
Portsmouth on Tuesday last, by a vote of 901
Photograph Albums from 50 cts. to $8. All kinds of wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
up*1IB ro^‘
Jewelry going cheap. Poi tiuounaies from 20 cts. to
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
to 262.
tag on the remainder of the
members already chosen
.ball
it
nor
in practice
$2. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 cts. All kinds of goods
covertly,
not repudiate
trample upl-reiore, it seems to us, cannot prefer any on
A ttaduleut
gy The next Wisconsin House of Repre- going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at hair dyed in public, can
its requirement*.
invasion of the
DYE at home
aside of lt»
‘Hid
his Old Stand above the Post
Exchange St.
ng

FOREIGN PORTS#
At Trinidad 17th inat, barque Sam Sheppaad, Fri*York
New
next day.
for
boe.
Sid ftu Bermuda 18th inat, brig Henrietta, Bill, for

i

THE largest, best, and cheap**!
Establishment In
State.
All work warrant,1.
CarJ photo.
graphs $3,00 per doz.

INAL COLOR.

ton

Leoturer

graphs

demand,

Cough

Why Will You Go Down Town?

DANVERS—Ar 17tli, sch T R Hammond, Cram.
I New York.

the

AnU Wallace

DR,

NOTICES.

special notices.

photo

—

^

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

That Rubber Goods

farm, Spring

tion in which he holds his memory. The stone
is of light Conoord granite, finished on all sides,
three feet square, three and a half feet high,
and resting on a base four feet square and one

McClelan.
or

Flour and Produce
liberal rates.

Transcript

street, Lexington, to indioate the birth-place of
Mr. Parker, and as a testimonial of the venera-

Eagle,

Champion,
Reports sent daily

Market

to Prince Edward Island and Nova

Scotia, it
would be as summarily disposed of, by these
Colonies as it has been by New Brunswick and

POllTIiAND.

OF

INTEREST OJi deposits.

of the murder

of a negro woman named Nellie West in Taliaferro county, in that state. The executions are

1,1

SPECIAL

for its

cure.

In addition to

this, Gen. Hersey of Bangor has agreed to
give $5000 to it, provided a like sum is contrib-

for

women

Cincinnati, in two days, forty-nine
persons were arraigned in the United States
court, on indictment for counterfeiting.
U*—The annexation party in Canada is said
to be growing stronger. It is understood that
several of the delegates to the Commercial ConIn

found.

A

MEMORANDUM BOOK, containing
sum

by calling
property.

of money.
at Ne. 166

The

owner can

small

a

have the

sam9

Congress Street, and pro flag
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the 28th Inst between State and Beyd Street*.
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Portland Pre Oilmen's Aid Association.

trusted with this duty lave been requested by
the Committee, in their selection of teachers,
to give the preference to residents of this city.

Initiatory measures wore adopted to secure
the co-operation and assistance of the several
religious societies in the city and vicinity, in

Ac.

Picture. KraunJ—( leaveliuul Aim.

Found- Money.

found— yfemorauduiu Bo-A.
Holiday lilfU—i leavi land A Co.
Auction Sale—K. M. 1'alten.

Fair in aid of the funds of
It is intended to make this
attraction of the
to be

arrangements for
the Association.

Thu UeeUDs of tho Freedman’* Aid Auoolatton.
We clip the following from the Argus of

yesterday:
The reporter of the Press who stated tha!
every clergyman who spoke at the meeting ot
the Portland Freed men’s Aid Association
came out in the strongest terms for granting
the right of suffrage to the negro must have
had lm ears quoerly attuned, or e!se they were
of such proportions as to enable him (or her)
to hear what was not spoken, and were attached to that which is mentioned in the sacred
writings as knowing his Master's crib.

We make a few extracts from our notes,
token at the meeting, and the reader will
whether or not we were correct in our
remark upon the tone of the speakers as to
granting the right of suffrage to tire freedmen.

judge

There is some difference between “being
posed” to a thing, and “having been opposed”
to it, which was the case with Itev. Mr. Walton, to whom the Argus refers as announcing
himself opposed to granting the right of suffrage to the negro. The editor of the Argus
must have “had his ears queerly attuned
while listening to Rev. Mr. Walton’s xeinarks.

on-

Fair the

grand

a

conducted on a scale commensurate with the
importance of the object for which it is to be
held.
It is proposed to hold tire ftrir in the

New City Hall during the mouth ot February
next, and to continue it for a week or more.
Action was taken by the Committee to
bring
the objects and aims of the Association to the
notice of the citizens of the several tonus in
this county; inviting them to organize similar
The Secretary, Geo. F. Talbot,
associations.
Esq., will in a few days issue a circular letter,
which, with a copy of the Constitution, will
fully explain the necessity of such au organization, its demands upon our sympathy, and
its claims for our generous support; these will
be forwarded to gentlemen throughout the
county whose labors hitherto in behalf of the
freedom of the oppressed race gives the assurance that they will cordially and earnestly cooperate with those who now seek to educate
and elevate them, and thus fit them to discharge their new duties as citizens of our
Ex. Com.
restored Union.

intellectually

plentifully furnished, ami everything provided
that will make the entertainment a pleasant

morally

raise the

freedman,
so that he should exercise his right of
suffrage
to the advantage of the whole country.
Rev. Mr. Dalton said he heartily responded
to the sentiments uttered by Dr. C., and went
into some considerations to show the manhood of the negro.
Rev. Dr. Graham coincided with the remarks of the previous speakers, and enjoined
the education of the negro and the right of

suffrage, as the sure means of preventing history from repeating Itself, and giving us
another edition of the rebellion.
Rev. Mr. Allen thought our work was not
yet done. We must educate the freedman and

give him

the

right

of

suffrage.

Rev. Mr. Holies said the great problem was
a people, who had, from their earliest

to raise

been accustomed to

days,

servitude,

to the

level which God had made for ail mankind.

He (Mr. U.) stood

on

just one ground to-night

—the manhood of the race. What I ask for
myself, 1 ask for all—whether white or black.
Rev. Mr. Hewes

responded heartily to every
thing that had been uttered, and, in answer to
an inquiry which might be made—“Will it
work ?”—stated some facts which he had collated to show that the capability of the negro
was sufficient for the state to which it was the
design to raise him.
Rev. Mr. Walton said he was not an advocate of universal suffrage, but he did advocate
the right of the negro to vote, because he had
the bible in his hand. Brought up at the
South, he (Mr. W.) had been strongly opposed
to

granting

the

right

of

suffrage

to the negro.
He could not allow Sambo to go to the polls
with him. But the subject had haunted him,

and he found that he could not get rid of it.
He had got to give up his Christianity, or
allow the freedman to vote, and he had come
to the conclusion to retain his Christian principles and allow the negro to go to the polls
with him.
Mercantile Library Lecture.

The City Hall was compactly filled last
evening, it being the 2d'lecture of the Mercantile Course.
The lecturer was Rev. Geo. H.
Hepworth of Boston, and his subject the general question of Southern Society and Reconstruction.

For an hour and a quarter the lecturer held
his audience, often convulsing them with
laughter, and often calling out the most vociferous applause. The lecture contained many

capital hits, a good many excellent suggestions,
some very touching anecdotes, hut it would
hardly be proper to style it profound. It was
severely denuiisiatory iu its spirit, and handled the South and the late Democratic party
He demandwithout much show of respect.

slavery, the rebel debt, and Jeff. Davis
shall be hung upon a sour apple tree, and allowed to hang for a warning to the world. He
would not kick through the trap-door of the
scaffold such a miserable clod as Wirz, and
clothe Davis and his confreres iu purple and
gold.
Mr. Hepworth is a vigorous, pleasant speaker, but his extravagant expressions do much
ed that

In this
to weaken the force of his argument.
respect there is room for improvement.

costs.

Committed.

Extension of Telegraph Facilities
South.—The United States Telegraph Com-

pany, have completed their lines to Richmond,
Va., and the office in that city was opened yesterday, and the li nes in good working order,
The
and ready for business to that point.
line will shortly be working to Petersburg, and
will be pushed southward as rapidly as possible, affording much needed telegraph facilities
to that section of the country.
This district of the United States Company
comprising the line between Portland and
New York, is under the superintendence of J.
S. Bedlow, Esq., who was, for a long series of
years connected with the American Company,
and who by his faithful attention to the wants

of the people, rendered himself one of the
most popular managers in the country.
Lyceum Lecturf.b.—The opening lecture
of the Course got up by the Good Templars,
will be delivered at City Hall, this evening by
Judge Russell, of Boston. From the high
reputation and acknowledged talents of this
gentleman, a lecture of high order may be expected. We hope a crowded bouse will greet
him, and that the Course of lectures inaugurated by the Templars will prove successful as
well as profitable. We understand that all the
money received for tickets will be expended in
procuring lecturers of high rank, and that no
additional charge will be made lor the extra
lectures.
Shaw’s Quartette Club will furnish some of
The pi ice
their best music at each lecture.
of a ticket for the Course is fixed at so low a
rate, that everybody

can

afford to attend.

Portland

Horticultural Society.—
The following officers were chosen at its
adjourned annual meeting, Tuesday evening:
T. C. Hersey, President.
N. A. Foster,
John M. Brown,

Wra. C. Robinson,
Abner Lowell,

Eliphalet Clark,
John W. Dana, Cor. Secretary; S. B. Beckett, Recording Secretary; Samuel Rolfe, Treasurer.

Society was represented to be in a
flourishing condition, with a goodly sum in
The

the treasury to fall back upon, in

successful exhibitions.

case

of

un-

ca, where they routed 300 Liberals, killing

and capturing sixty-eight.
The lake in the vicinity of Mexico, had risen to within .one inch of the level of the city,
causing considerable alarm.
An ex-confederate officer rented a plantation in San Luis Potosi, where he would plant
3.000 acres of cotton.
Robbers had made a furious attack oa the
town of Pauios, in C lahuelen, but were repulsed, suffering a heavy loss.
The family of the Emperor, was to leave
Vera Cruz, on the 9th, in an American steam-

The Times’ Brownsville correspondence of
the 10tli, says the correspondence between
General YVeitzel and Mejia, has culminated in
“The Mexican authorthe following order
ities having officially- notified the Command-

ing General, that the Raucbero will be ordered
to cease publishing articles insulting to United
States soldiers and peopio,.it is hereby ordered
that the officers ond soldiers of this command,
will not allow any person on the neutral bank,

to insult any person on the the Mexican side.
All remains quiet uroudd Matamoras.
/
James Llbbey and his men are quietly settling down as Imperial citizens, near Cordova

and examine theirs.

Pictures of Lincoln, the
generals and others, in oval frames, 50 cents
to $1 each.
Remember the place, 282 Congress Street, where no article is given away to
make sale for another.

From

regular

i.

Novelty.—Loring, at his Drug Store,
comer of Federal and Exchange Streets, has a
pretty little thing for holiday amusement. It
is in the shape of a puiling cracker, which
two persons pull at, and a harmless explosion
takes place. The fortunate one then finds a
nice littlo jar of otto of roses in his or her possession.

Catching A Tartar.—Neglect your teeth
and you will soon catch a tartar there. Manipulate them daily with that rare vegetable
compound, Sozodont, and neither tartar nor
canker, or any dental disease can ever infect
or injure either them or the red cushions in
which they are inserted.
nov28tth<fes
Real Estate

Auction.—Henry Bailey
& Co. will sell at auction, at three o’clock this
afternoon, on the premises, the three storied
dwelling house No. 21 Brown Street. The
house is in good condition, and the lot is large,
containing about 6,000 leet.
Postponed.

at

—

The Government sale, by

auction, of lumber, cars iron, &c., which was
advertised to take place at Alexandria, Va., on
Monday, December 4th, is postponed until
Tuesday, December 12th.
First National Bank.—We are informed that this bank, which has bad out a large
amount of State bills, is fast retiring
them,
and that for the last half month it has not
put a dollar of such bills into cir eulation.
Mechanics’ Assemblies.—The subscribers to these Assemblies, are reminded that
the first Assembly of the course will come off
Friday evening, Dec. 1st, at Mechanics’ HalL
Do not

forget that Dimond has another
Select Assembly at Congress Hall Thursday
evening No. 80th.
Messrs.

Tukcy & Watson, at No. 88 Union
not manufacture, but repair Fair-

street, do
banks’ Seale.

UY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENING-

PAPERS.

One Dap Later from Europe.

New York, Nov. 29,
Thdfctearasfiip Scotia lias arrived.
The Spanish aggression on Chili occupi ed

the attention of the European press.
A memorial from an influential meeting
held at Liverpool, would be presented to Earl
Clarendon, asking that prompt action may be
taken for the protection of British interests in
Chili.
The London Times proposes that France,
England, and the United States should jointly
issue a remonstrance against Spain, which it
thinks will be sufficient to check the present
career.

The ex-Confederate cruiser Shenandoah,
would probably sail from Liverpool on the 22d
inst., for New York.
Stephens, the Fenian Head Centre, in being
committed tor trial, made a speech repudiating
all British law in Ireland, anil expressed his
readiness to receive any punishment inflicted
ujxm him. It is stated that documents were
found in Stephens’ house disclosing all the
secrets of the Fenian organization.
The London Times says England, France
and the United States, cannot allow the rights
of neutral nations to be trampled upon, and
says the remonstrance of the great powers
will be sufficient to recall Spain to the consid-

eration of legal principles.
La France denies the rumors of the intended territorial modifications attributed to the
Emperor of France. He lias no desire to reconstruct the map of Europe.
The Patrie says Spain will probably accept
mediation of a third power in the Chilian affair.
It is reported that Austria is about to reIt is denied that
duce her army in Venetia.
the Austrian Constitution has been suspended.
The Emperor
only modified it to make it more
conducive to the welfare of the entire empire.
The financial condition of Spain is stated to
be in a most frightful condition.
The new Greek
Ministry had resigned.
^
Advices from Madagascar state that Slovak
insisted upon the French
Lambert
giviDg up
or the treaty would be
destroyed, and that
France should resign all rights. The representative of France refused aud left the coun-

try.

Latest via Queenstown.

Liverpool. Nov. 18.—A deputation of Livcqiool merchants has waited upon Earl Clarendon in regard to the Chilian troubles and

’one.

the interview was a very satisfactory
There is every reason to hope that measures
will be taken in regard to the matter. The
Italian parliament was to open to-day.

Dispatches.

Pim.ADEi.PHiA, Nov. 29.
An explosion of gunpowder at Evans’ gun-

store, on the comer of Second and South
streets, nearly destroyed the building. James
E. Evans and ffm. Bransoin were severely in-

jured.

New York, Nov. 29.
Tlie Commercial’s Washington dispatch
states that the Secretary of the Treasury endorses the recommendation of the comptroller
to remove the Currency Bureau to New York
and to increase the capital of National Banks.

a

in Gen. Sherman's army, has resigned
his commission in the volunteer service, and
has gone as Captain and brevet Colonel in the

brigade

physician,
Chlorate Potash Lozenges, when they combine the accurate proportion of Potash, are
invaluable for throat difficulties, and in this
respect, Hegeman & Co.’s are perfection.—
There are other kinds however, that should
be used with great caution.”
Crosman <fc
Co., have the genuine, also the best and purest
medicines the city afford'-.
A

Washington.

Washington, Nov. 29.
Brig. Gen. Ewing, lately commanding

it is true that

Said an eminent

Mountain*,

miles north west of Daugei, in the northerly
part of the state of Nevada. During the engagement, one volunteer was killed, and two
wounded. Of the Indians, 128 were killed,
but few escaping.
All their horses, arms and
ammunition were captured. This was the
band which three weeks ago, robbed a train,
and killed six teamsters, and afterwards obliged thirty armed men who were scouting after
them to retire, after an unsuccessful engagement.

commissary at Mazatlan in rejecting, on frivolous pretexts, considerable quantities of goods
sent from this city to supply the Freench
troops. Also of the fact that while the French
occupy Guagamez, Mazatlan and Acapulco
the Liberals have control of affairs inland; so
that between the opposing forces communica-

Mechanics’
A Sail

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Nov. 18.—
Beet unsettled. Pork still advancing. Bacon—no
dull
eaie.i, but prices are 2 @ 3s lower. Lard very
and nominal. Cheese quiet and steady. Butter
Tallow
firm.
active, but
unsettled, but holders are
quotations barely maintained.
L1VERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Nov. 18.Linseed advanced 3 @ 4s; Linseed Cakes lcs3 firm.
.Linseed Oil nominal Petroleum scarce; sales refined
is7illThe latter was asked at the dose.
linn.
Sugar steady. Coffee firmer. Rico quiotatand
45s 6utq}
Rosin steady. Spirits Turpentine—active
4Cs, now.Sold St 17 s.
Latest by telegraph to Queenstown.
Liverpool, November 18tii, P. M.—Cotton advanced 4
4 over tlio circular quotations. Sales to-

day

lout) halos.
Brea* 1st uffs steady.
Provisions unsettled. Lard firm.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Nov. 18, P. M.893 for money.
Consols sieved at 894
AMERICAN SECURITIES-U. S. 5-20s G3J@ «.
Erie Shares 534*
Illinois Central Shares 814

|

army.

The President will in a few days issue a
proclamation, restoring the writ of habeas corpus. As a consequence there will he no military commission in districts where cases can
There is no
he disposed of by civil tribunals.
truth in the report that Jelf. Davis will be
tried by a military court.
There was a large crowd of visitors at the
Executive Mansion to-day, including several
military officers and United States Senators.
There are eleven prisoners in the < dd Capi-

tol prison.

Since the establishment of the medical department of the Freedmen’s bureau in North
Carolina, the mortality among the freedmen
has greatly decreased.
It is believed the President’s Message and
accompanying reports of heads of departments
are ad finished, with the exception as to some
of them of being revised.
Official news from El Paso has hem received
this evening by Mr. Romero, the Mexican
minister, that the recent movements of the
national femes in Mexieo have compelled the
French forees at Chihuahua to evacuate that
city and state, and withdraw to Durango. On
the 25th of October the evacuation began, and
four days later there was not a single French
soldier left in Cnihualraa.
President Juarez writes on tho 3d inst.,
that he is about leaving El Paso for the city of
Chihuahua, to reconstruct the National Government. This is thought to he a great success for the Republiaan cause ol'Mexico, since
the French admit their inability to hold their

conquered ground.

Eugcuia, of and from Hath, for Mobile, which capsized at sea on the 23d uk. at
4 P. M.
All hands were below in the cabin
at tlie time, but cut thro ugh the bottom of the
vessel, and got outside on the 20th, where
they remained until" tlie 4th inst, when ttiey
were taken oft" by the brig Peerless, from
Philadelphia for Matanzas, where they were
landed on the 9th, except Joseph Anderson,
seaman, who died of exhaustion after using
taken oft" the wreck.
Sale of Iron-Clad,, Gunboats, <£«., at Cairo.
Cairo, 111., Nov. 29.

The following iron-clads, gunboat) and
rams, with their platings partially removed,
were sold at Mound City, to-day :—“Indiano-

la, $30,900; Tuscumhii, $3,309: Missouri,
$2,100; Avenger, $5,00n; Vindicator, $8,000;
Pittsburg, $3,100; Carondelet, $3,600; Benton,
$3,000; Mound City, $8,700; Louisville, $8,700;
Essex, $4,000; CiiiUicofcbe, $3,00’'; Ozark,
$3,000. Besides these, six iron-elad transports,
with their platings removed, were sold lor the
aggregate price of $36,950, and tlie two propellors, Little Rebel and Mislotoe, for $3,400.
Forty-three hundred bales of cotton, passed
here for St. Louis, to-day.
Miscellaneous Dispatches.

Flour-—Western dull a’.ri 10c lower; White sound
extra btate runs steady; sales 7,200 bbls. State at
7 80 («} 8 75. Round iloop Ohio 9 00 @ 11 25. Western
Southern heavy; sales 400 bbls. at 915
7 70
8 05.
10c lower; sales 300 bbls. at 8 35
@ 1G 00. Canada 5
(tv, 12 00.
Wheat dull but prices without change; sales 34,000

Tlie

coroner

the remains of a male and female, packed
in saw dust. It was brought as freight by the
st earner Dean Richmond, from New York, and
The bodies
directed to a man in Geneva.
were probably intended for dissection.

Philadelphia, Nov. 29.
An important meeting was held here to-day
of prominent gentlemen connected with industrial interests, to farm a protective league
in opposition to the free trade league recently
organized in New York. A committee was
appointed to draft a constitution, and report
on the 4th of December at an adjourned meeting. Great interest wa*.manifested, and a
very large organization will doubtless be the
result.

Baltimobe. Nov. 29.
Gov. Morton of Indiana left here to-night
for New York.
The statement that he is
charged with a confidential mission by the
Government to Europe, is unfounded.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 29.
The family of Daniel Walrath in Monheim
Herkiner County, consisting of himself, wife
and daughter, was murdered last night by unknown parties.

Gallery, J

Thursday Night,

Jan-

1*28
8®

Night,

Clothing Checked

no28eodtojanl

Free.

ASSEMBLIES

Given under the direction of

EX. AMERICA HOSE 1.
As this is their first Course of Dances, no pains
will bo spared to make them pleasant and agreeable
to all * ho a tend. These Dances will be given

Tuesday Evening,
-AT-

MECHANICS’ HALL,

Corn—aotivo,
130.000 bushels

and closed a shale firmer; sales
Mixed Western at 95 (a) 9Ge; high

mixed 87.

Beet—steady and more active; sales 2.100 bbls.
Pork—lower; sales 10,800 bbls. mess at 2G 75 (<g 28,
closing at 27.
Lai d—heavy; sales GOO 'obis. at 18 @ 23c.
Whiskey—steady; sales 250 bbls. Western at 2 34 @
2 38.

Rice—quiet.

Sugars—8ie.uly; sales 130hhds. Muscovado at 13};
Havana, 1200 boxes at 14c.
Coffee—quiet.
M classes—quiet.
Naval Stores—quiet.

Petroleum—excited and higher; sales 2,000 bbls of
crude at 41 @ 41 }c; Refined, bonded, 3500 bbls at 68
(S; 70c.

Freights

to

Liverpool—quiet

and firmer.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Nov. 29.
Flour—dull and nominally lower.
Wheat—demand purely speculative, prices declined
93c lor
21c; sales at 1 32 qg 1 32} for No. 1; and 90
No. 2.

Corn—very dull and declined 8 @ 4c, sales at 4%*| @
45c, closing with no buyers.
Oats—quiet at 25} o} 2G, dosing at 25.
High Wines—quiet.
Freights nominal; corn

vessels to

Buffalo.

IS

by sail, and 20 by

steam

Provisions—very dull. Mess Pork offered at 27 @
2S. without buyers. Hogs steadily declining:
61 eood
B
choice lo*s at 8} @ !>;}.
Receipts-4,300 bbls. flour, 46,000 bushels wheat,

30.000 bushels of com, 27,000 bushels of oats.
Shipments—2,000 bbls of flour, 30,000 bushels of

wheat, 78,000

bushels of corn.

Western and Southern Markets.
Milwaukee, Nov. 29.
Flour has a declining tendency. Wheat dull at
1 27 iql 1 27}.
Gaia dull.
Rocoipts 1,200 bbls. of
flour; 10,200 bushels of wheat. Shipments 2,700
bbls. of flour; 134,000 bushels wheat.
Cincinnati. Nov. 29.
Flour unchanged. Wheat dull and prices
lower,
closing nominal at 1 70 for new red, and 1 98 for old.
Hogs in bettor demand, and prices advanced to 11 @
11J. Receipts 3,000 head. Provisions and Whiskey

lirmer.

COMMITTEE OE ARRANGEMENTS:
Tr-a«. Claudius Lane,
Pres. Chas E Chase,
Vice Pres. Geo. \7. Pridham,Edwin Rice,
Fred. A.Drlnkwater.Jr.
Sec. John W. Lane,

New Orleans, Nov. 29.
Cotton—market depressed; sales 1900 bales ol Middling at 50c. Sugar—fair to fully fair 171 @ 18. Molasses 1 1)5 u, 112. Gold 149}. Checks on New York
at g discount. Freights—Gotten to New York 1 (&lj.
To Liverpool 11-1G. Stock of Cotton in port 129,000
Slock Markets.

New York, Nov. 29.
Second Board.—Stocks heavy
Ame icau

Gold.1484

Now York

26

had of the Committee of
door.
Clothing Checked Free.

Music

ArM^emcnts

*nd

Chudlei’i lull (luidrille Butf,

By

Dancing to commence
Nov. 28—eodCw

o’clock.

at 8

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

Dp.

W.

91#

mind to some slight effort. We very much queswhether the kind ot diluted mental food which it
is the custom to spread before them in these days can
nourish any very vigorous growth. For which reason, among others, we welcome with especial pleasure
those pretty volumes, and we hope every one who
dearly loves hoys and girls will proceed to make some
youthful reader perfectly happy in the possession of a
the

tion

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Poxtland and vicinity, that he hap
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured scene

of the worst forms of disease in persons vdxo have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answor this question
wc will say that all tliat do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty*
one years, and is also a regular graduated phvsiciaii.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic aisles in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia >n
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or clironic rheumatism, scrofiila, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stam-

of health.

TEETH S TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without P4in. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset*
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale

lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at hislvUise.
Office hours from 8 b*clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

The

Seven. By Jean Ingelow.
Huberts Brothers of Bos on, have issued these

room

CONDENSED

the condition of the

Ot

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Insurance Comp’y,
OF
PITTSFIELD, Mass.

In

conformity with the Laws of the State of Maine.
Capital Stock, (all paid up,)
$160,000.00
Loans on Beal Estate, (worth
$03,800)
90,2*4.70
Bank Stocks,
29,820.00
Loan on Bank Stocks, &c.,
49.009.6/
collaterals,
Rail Road Stock,
100.00
Pittsfield Cool Gas Stock,
1.575.00
United State3.Sevcn-Ihirties,
32,000.00
Massachusetts 7 3-10 per cent. Loan,
17,439.00
Cash on hand and in hands of
Agents,
20,043.91

Personal

Property,

■‘OK'1.
S orpin*

1,503.47

$241,720.70
Capital,

over

SKI .720.75

Premium

Notes,
Losses adjusted and dne,
none.
E. H. KELLOGG, President.
Signed,
J. N. DUNHAM, Secretary.
none.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I
Berkshire, ss, Not. 18C5. J
Sworn to before me,
Samuel E. Howe,
Justice oi the Peace.
[Stamp.]

W. D.

LITTLE,

Gen.

Not 28—dtf

Agent,

PORTLAND.

Frame

Ingelow, in

an

elegant illus-

trated quarto, printed on the finest paper, with
broad, rubricated margins, and charmingly bound.
A steel portrait of the author forms the frontispiece.
It is a swoet and thoughtful flute, not strictly bcautl-

gentle womarUinets,
expression pensive, almost to Bad-

Manufactory!

284 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made

ALLin the best

manner.
Gilding done in a superior
under the charge of Mr. JAMES
TODD, who
has ha<l forty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat
manner,by the best
of workmen. A large assortment
constantly on hand
lor wholesale ana retail trade.
oc3eod&eow3m

style,

but most attractive in its

and wearing

an

The seven little poems which form the text of
the volume are alreadv known. They are among
the finest, and perhaps tho most characteristic, which
the writer has given to the world, and they Bing tho
song of chihlhood, girlhood, womanhood and widowhood in a strain of tender simplicity and feeling
which carries their music home to every heart. The
drawings by Billings with which they are illustrated,
are delicately conceived, and more than usually appropriate. The work is among the choicest of the recent holiday issues, and needs only to be seen to have
its merits and beauties appreciated.

ness.

For sale

by Bailey

and

Noyes.

The

Currency.
reported that the paper currencountry was to be increased by an

Copartnership
"V\7"E,

the undersigned, having formed

o?FA$h3MAu&
dispatch. We

and with

also

hundred millions on the recommendation of Secretary MeCulloch.
T7l?
special correspondent of the Boston Advertis-

tional hank capital, which it is reported will
be lecommended by the Secretary of the
it can be stated upon the very best
that no such increase of bank capital will be recommended, either by the Secre-

Treasury,
authority

tary of the Treasury or the Comptroller of
the Currency, except upon the express condition that the increase be in five-twenty bonds,
purchased with one hundred millions of legal
tenders, to be withdrawn front the currency
and repaid bynlnely millions of national bank
notes. This will result in an actual reduction
of ten millions in the

currency.’’

copartner-

'SSSS,
complete order

Fop Sale.
HOUSE containing eight rooms, located on
Cumberland St., three minutes walk firoin Post
Office. Gas throughout,
ftirnace, hard and soft water.
For futtber information
apply to
W. J. FELCH,
Office of Claim Agency, No. a Fox
Block, (up stairs.)
Nov

A

29—dU

For Sale.
THE SCH. JULIA NEWELL, now
at Commercial Wharf, 128 tons,
flying
well ftund in sails and rigging, and
| suitable
for the fishing or coasting busi-

one

er, under date of Washington, 27th,says:—
“To set at rest all the rumors with reference
to an increase of one hundred millions in na-

put in

a

Skates, Scissors, Knives, &c, “Give us a Call.”
TUKEl A WATSON,
W UnionSt„cor,Middle,
Not 29—dtf

It has been

cy of the
additional

Notice!

--

y—

pess.

Will be sold oft
yory favorable terms.

Apply

to

dONH CHASE,
(Jommerewl Wharf,

Not 29—dlw

1 Albertina Y.

trusting or harboring
Libby, on my account, as I
one

my wife,
shall pay

bills of her contraction after this date.
Nov £9—dlw*
S. B. LIBBY.

no

Farm well known as the “Morse Farm, ’’near
Dunn’s
in North Yarmouth, containing
one hundred and ten acres is offered for sale. Terms
easy. For Particulars enquire of

THE
__

N.

Depot

_

D.C. LORING,
1865.

Yarmouth, Nov. 28th,

on

the premises.
no29d2w*

Addross Copyist, P, O.
Nov 29—dlw*

a

BLACK WOOL

R- M, FATTEN, Auctioneer, 13 Exchange Street.

BEAVERS.

Wooden Buildings

ENGAGED.

ou state Street
at Auction.
/~hN MONDAY, December 4th, at 3 P. M., on the
premises 48 Stalest, will be sold the two storied
wooden dwelling recently occupied by Samuel Rolf,
K»q. It is about 94 fret long by about 20 ft. m width,
and large enough to make two good single
tenements;
IB in good condition and will bo Bold in one or two

parts.

Also the one storied wo.xlen dwelling honse next
west of the same. Size 22 J bv 381.
Buildings to be
removed by first day of
February 1833. A deposit ot
the purchaser will be required at time of sale.
After the above, McGregor Furnace, Wooden Cistern and Gas Burners.
™gard to above call at Auctioneer’s Office.
nov34dtd

One JPrioe

F.orj5foruiatkm

Thibets,

Poplins,

Dress

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!

Goods,

INDEPENDENT LECTURES
IN AID OF

FLANNELS,

The Portland FreedmenN Aid Auacialloa

Ellen

Frances

BE IN SEASON I

DOMESTICS.

will bo delivered by Mbs.

Third Lecture

Harper,

Goods

Scarce,

are

OF

MARYLAND,
Ou Friday Eve’ng. Dec. 1,’G5,

Prices Advancing!

-IK-

CITY

One Price

HALL.

SUBJECT—Claim3

Colored Race

the

of
Under Reconstruction.

Committee qf Arrangements.
Jacob McLellan,
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
Israel Washburn, Jr., Oliver Gerrish,
M. A. Blanchard.
dtd
Portland, Nov. 28.

Mercantile

Remember I

White Goods,

Tickets for tlie Course,.. .$1.00.
Ticket for one Lecture,.
25c.
For sale at the Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,Grosman & Co.’s, Lowell & Senior's, and at the door.
Doors open at 6 o’clock. Lecture to commence at 7$.

HOSIERY,
|

:

t;

Valuable

i

Library

Association, will be delivered at

Wo. S.

following gentlemen have been engaged
Course, viz.:

remaining Lecturer* will be announced as soon
zmraents and dates are fixed.
for the Course ol ten [10) Lectures. *1.25,
t tbe Bookstores on Exchange Street, at
Store, and Crosman & Co.. Middle

S
bad at E. C. Andrews,
StMpmbars* 1 'eke,s to beMember
is ontiUed to

Remember!

Join C,
Lecture
GBO. H. Smabdon,
iChas. H. Flibo,
Committee.
Twitchell,
CJ.
John
GnAS. E. Jobe,
J
EDW. p. Geeeish,
to a few
be
Tbe open!, * Lecture wiU

ONLY.

Remember I

ELDEN &WHITMAN

For

Arcana L«dj,’e» ^°*

HOOP SKIRTS,

MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.
An extra Lecture will be delivered by GEN. CAREY. on Sunday Evening, Dec. I7th, to which persons holding course tickets will be admitted free.
Committee qf An’angements :
Rufus D. Bean,
E. A, Sawyer.
F. G. Rich.
Tickets for the Course,
$1.00
Evening Tickets,
25
To be had of the Committee and also at Short &
Loring*s, E. Ch Andrews, and Bailey & Noyes’ Book
Stores.
Lectures to commence at 71 o’clock.
1\
Nov 3—dtf

Grand Fancy Dress, Mask & Novelty

select, day or evening.

Phof. IIellkb’s Celebkated Colored Lights
will be used iu Cotillons for the Itrst time In this city.
Tills Bail will bo opened with a Fancy Dance in Full
Coetume. Also during the evening the Highland
Fling and Sailor’s Hornpipe will be danced in Costume. Also Irish and National Comic Dances.
The Managers will spare no labor or
expense ip
making this the finest ball and greatest novelty ever
given ih tliis pity,
Music by Raymond’s Fell Quadbille Band.
fi kets admitting a gontleman and two ladies $
1,28.
Ladles single tickets 50 cents to all parts of the house.
For sale at Crown an &
Co.’d, Partington's, under
Lancaster Hall, and of the Managers at the door.
Doors
7J; Dancing to commence at 8i1
o'clock. (lothlns checked free,
Manaoees-J, H, Barberiok.G, F. Goodrldge, G.
A, Hanson, 1, W. Burnham, J. C,
Colley, W. W
Knight, J. Abbott,
nov 23 dtd
n

Every Town

t
and

d

e

Village

in

j

Maine,

Local A neats for the Sale *r
ROCKETT’S UNION ILLUMINATING

BURNING

OIL;

FLUID.
mmml

This is the best and most careftilly
.,ti
cie in the market;
non-explosive brilliant in aune.
free from coloring
mattor, and from smoke am I
ii
degre°' Buras

s“

^tWwiSTout

meroUanta disposed to push
v®ry liberal arrangements. Al-

the
so

^of the
for the sale
Safety Lamps and Burners.

Nov 21—codBw*

A, Great

Oh

Four er five nice HORSES tor SALE,
either lor Harness or Saddle, or both.—
May he seen at the RIDING SCHOOL

STABLE, South

Street.

nov24

d4w

1.60

DRIVE!

Bargain.

DEFY

WE

COMPETITION!

CASHMERE
80 dox. Ladles, for

-A.3srr>

SKIRTS,

CORSETS

AT

(Remember,

1

Ws have a lew morn Ladles Vests, high neck, long
sleeves, for $2.00 each.

COST,

DAYb?

CONTINUING FOR TEN

PRICES ALT. MARK fen
DOWN

Remember!
Ladles, it wfll pay—If you want to buy a new
'■'oak, we have got them beauties—Manulactured by
c.
Berry Sc Co., of New York. Now ones in

Paine,
every day.

member,

p

ANDERSON’S,
NEW YORK

Skirt and Corset Store!
26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

ATvfcn.
<q» to order.
*» Which
We Manufacture Hoop Sk.
bast qualities of French Corse..
$1.75 per pair.

1.50

“

“

1.75

“

2.00

“

1.25

“

"

1.45

“

«

1.62

MUSKETS?
of PRUSSIAN MUSKETS, and WINDA LOT
SOR RIFLES Just the things lor Ducklnu and
For sale

CHEAP, at
EXCHANGE HTHEET.

Shingles

CORSETS!

“

8

1.50

«

“

l.TS

“

*

1-ftO

8.00

“

“

l.Tft

1.8ft

A

and

LARRABEE,

Stitching

the

MACHINE

Nov 23d—dtf

opportunity.

COME AND GET A BARGAIN!

!

LADY who has had seven yean’
In
F
experience
the basinet!*, is prepared to do

STITCHING,

&'^5K3Sft&£iBMT

Ladies, avail yourselves of

minds,

WHARF.

C. F,

Machine

.88

BAILEY.

Clapboards,

CENTRAL

Not ST—dlw

Camera at 1.00 marked dewa la
*

and

Sashes

AT

CORSETS!
“

O. L.

v
,r
Nov 27—Ua2w

clasp tape skirt

Doom,

CORSETS!

*

Turkey Shooting.

PROPORTION.

W A splendid 8ft Spring, extra
only 1.50 former prioe 8.8ft.

sell tor

Remember,

43

AID OTHERS IN

Keep the
wc

We keep the best line ot Ladles DRESS
BUTTONS In Portland, and our place of business Is
148 It ISO Middle St.. Portland, Me.
FITZGERALD & HODSDON.
....
Nov 13—dtf

Skirts at 1RB marked doom to 1.00
“

pair.

Remember I

—OF—

HOOP

GLOVES 1

40 cents per

We buy our Knit Woolen Goods by the Case, and
can afford to sell them at very LOW PRICES.
100 4m. Hss4s at B6c each, warth 1.00
lOO das. Heads al T5e each, warth 1.2S
too Aea. Heeds at 1.00 each, worth 1.50
lOO das.Cleadsat 1.00wortheverywherel.85

Closing-Out Sale 1

manner'

‘*n,,

38 WU— S,r*C‘-

KINDERGARTEN^
SCHOOL lor CHILDREN on the KINDEBGARTEN PLAN will be opened TUE8DAY,
Nov. *8th, at tho old City Government Building, cor-

A

THE

MUST

GOODS

BE SOLD!

Congress St.
Nov

FIND OTTT

TIES PLACE

21—d2w__
Freight for Norfolk, Va.

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY

A A

Mf U

/Wifi

*

3

New York Skirt and Comet Store,
M MARKET SQUARE.

Horst’s t'or Sale Cheap.

'*

dox Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and llcjjr.

COMMENCE THIS DAY

WTT.r,

AND ERSO XT

Boston.

“

RIO

A

Haying determined to rednoe the large etoek of
Hoop Skirt* and Cor**t* new in More,

JAMES LOCKETT.
So. 20 D.ane

“

100 dox Ladle* ALL WOOL RIBBED H0SE,50c pr.

Evening,

December 7th, in which the Firemen and
are requested to appear in Uniform.
The hall on this occasion will he splendidly
decorated with Flags, Bunting, Pictures, and
other new features never before introduced
inthisclty. Mr. J. Wilson and Lady win be
at Lancaster Hall two days previous to the
Ball, with
the splendid Wardrobe of the Boston
Museum, comprising some of the richest dresses ever worn on the
American stage; also character dresses of all nations
Fancy and Comic Dresses of all descriptions; also a
large assortment of Dominoes and cheap Masks

■yy In

A

AT COST.

BALL!

Military

1.26

dox. Ladies Cashmere all Wool Hoee, former
price $1.80, pnesent price $1.00. Call orul see
them, they have no equal.

—in—

EVENINGS.

Maas., Nov. 30th,
HON. S. L. TILLEY, Provincial Sec’y of New Brunswick, time to be announced hereafter.
HON. JUDGE FRYE, of California, Jan. 25th.
The Course will consist of eight or more Lectures
commencing Thursday Evening, Nov. 30.
KXr^The first Lecture will be delivered by Judra
Russell of Boston, A lass.

“

too

Independent Order of Goo. ^ Templars,

During the coming winter. It is with no small degree of pride that the Committee invite attention to
the following eminent orators, comprising as it does
some of the best talent in the country, many of whom
the citizens oi Portland have never had the pleasure
of hearing*
GEN. S. F. CAREY, of Ohio, Dec. 14th and 17th.
HON. S. B. Cl LASE, oJ Penn.. Dec. 28th.
HON. SAM’L HASTINGS, of Wisconsin, time to be
announced hereafter.
HON. JUDGE THOMAS RUSSELL, Of Boston,

“

We carry the largest Stock of HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House In the State; do
not reeort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

100

HLA-IAl'.

“

Remember!

Bays I

Ten

.76

Ladies Skirt for

Superior

A

CORSETS!

Tbe undersigned Com.’n^fctee ***

where all who wish may

A Nice

A Better

lyceuFTectures !

At Lancaster Hal], Thanksgiving

It yon want HOOP SKIRTS buy thorn from the
Manulhcturer and save 30 per oeut.

dtf

November 21,1SGS.

anno^ced

THURSDAY

We manufocture our own Hoop Skirts, and as a
of course we can and do sell them LESS thou
any house in the trade.

matter

___

CITY

PRICE

OWE

Extwo

at^.?»ch.Vi
Fbouteh,

days.

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St.

for thin

Rev. Hear, Ward Beecher.
Bishop Matthew Siiup.ou.
Rev. A. A. Wallets,
Rev. Edw. H. Chapin.
J. De Cordova. Eaq..
John B. Gongh. Etq>,
George W. Cnrti*. Esq.

ON

& mik,

Free Street Block

Wednesday Evenings.

ehujigo S t ree JCo-e Tickets

Wo. 5

HE A. Xj Hi,

-ON-

~

OW-

■

•

The

Presents !

-AT THE STOKE

Lectures.

Library

CITY

“The War la over-and” the Boys and Glrla
an all to meet around the table at the old homestead,
and hare a glorious Thanksgiving this year,)
Give them a warm reception, and do not tall.to call
and secure some

GLOVES.

Thirteenth Annual Series of Pubbc Lectures,
rpHE
X under the direction of the Mercantile

Wanted.
do, by onp who understands French
0OPJS?S.l2
and English, and writes neat and
legible hand.

uLurt.

One Price

MRS. FRANCES ELLEN HARPER, of Maryland.
MAJ. GEN. KILPATRICK, of New Jersey.
FRED DOUGLASS, of New York.
REV. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
REV. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
HON. JAMES HARLAN, Sec. of the Interior.
GEO. W. CURTIS, ESQ., of New York.
HAJ. GEN. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. Army.
Per Order of Committee.
Portland, Nov. 88,186S.-dlf

Jhlmnoys"

Farm for Bale.

^'

trim a frwfrom
m‘ T
s" “’
truthful rendition of
WU
gained for him popularity turn
Bv those
who would add to their Collection kfaraMd
the present opportunity should not be nr eWtcl
The Hall wlU be open and the Paintings on exhlbitionfrom 10A.M.Thursday, a. til 10pTm. amdalso
en Ft day up to hour of sale.
Ladles and Gentlemen are Invited to examine these
works of Art. Every Pointing must be sold. Catanov 81
logues at Hall on Thursday,
dtd

C^J’c'hJictfS
dtoSSKS!

Tickets for Balance of the Course $1. BLANKETS.

Notice.
FORBID any

Dee. 1st & 2d,

thtfstudhTof

INDEPENDENT LECTURES!

Would rospcctiblly announce to the cit
land that they have made all necessa V
nients for a Course of FIRST CLASS 1 «“l«rauee
Lectures, to take place at the

STATEMENT

Saturday,

T^t^veralH^ruSS1*1* of wt“'1“ ,rt’m t*8 pencils

MORRISON,

to

H. KINSMAN & CO.,
No. 3 India Street;
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
No. 6 India Street; or to
ISAAC EMERY,
Head uf Long Wharf, Portland.

nov29 tf

PETER

<c

AT 8 1.8 p.
M. EACH DAY.

to

JOHN MASTERTONJ
JOHN PORTEOUS,
Gent. anil.two Ladles,
one
Tickets 81.00,admitting
to be had of the Managers and at the door.
Clothing Checked free.
dlw
Nov

W.

op

beautiful poems of Jean

H. T. CUMMINGS,
W. TAYLOR,
THOS. BURGESS,

first class

day of December.
freight or passage, having superior State

accommodations, apply

SILKS.

MANAGERS.
ALEXANDER TAYLOR,
THOS. McEWAN,

FOR HAVANA.

STEAMSHIP CORTEZ,
A. W. Sampson, Master,
Carrying the U. S. Mail, will sail irom end of Long
Wharf, Boston, at 3 o’clock P. M., on SATURDAY,
the
2d
For

Friday

respectfully invited

are

SQUARE,

-ON-

on

MUSIC BY CUAYDLER’S BAND.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and tine lazv
ieap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
ity of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities to*
ved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
to see, the deal to hear and
Rtrnti Hb; the blind made
ded form to move upright; the blemishes of
obliterated; the accidents of mature life
s« calamities ot old age obviated and an
presented; tmaintained,
active circulation
A j> I K S
>d feet; weak stomachs, lame
„r,
._
...
*ianas a*
o«S° weak
haVie ?backs ; nervous and sick
headache; dizsiand
'd, with indigestion and
ness and swimming in the he..
*n the side and back;
constipation of the bowelsJ pain
be womb with inleucorrhcea, (or whites); tailing of u * all that Iona
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, an
sure
means
“
train of diseases will find In electricity a
profW
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too
~ouble<=
menstruation, and all of those long line of t.
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain spe*.
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to tx..

OLD CITY HALL, MARKET

o'clock.

At 8

mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and Hirer coin plaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
complaints.

ST^MER

HALL!

Public Assembly,

Friends of the Society
attend.

Valuable Oil Paintings by Auction!

S H AWLS,

THURSDAY EVENING, NOV. 30,

WHERE

A. U. McKENNEY’S

Davis Brothers have the books lor sale.

tul,

Electrician8

174 MIDDLE STREET,

copy.

Sonus

wlT DEMING,

Medical

Central.96}

Reading.
115}
Michigan Southern.;.7&3
Illinois Central..132
Chicago and Rock island.107}

By giving

M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange St.

-AT-

LANCASTER
a

atory wooden bouse No. 21 Brown Street. II Is a
large and thoroughly finished house, with gas, water
In abundance, a good cellar,
Honse pleasantly situ*t«dlna vert desirahls neighborhood,with a good
stable. The lot Is sufficiently large lor another house.
It contains about 8,BOO feet. Sale positive.
nov24dtd
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auct'rs.
EDW’D

One Price

-AT-

™

Single Tickets,
Gallery Tickets,

United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.t05|
United States 5-20 coupons, 1862,.101
United States 5-2<> coupons, 1865,. 987
United States 5-29 coupons, 1864,. 99
Erie.

Will hold

ELDEN 4 WHITMAN

(CHARITABLE,)
their 8th Anniversary (St. Andrew’s Day,)

LECTURERS

Tickets to the Course,

vigor

Gold, 147} @ 143.

StwtL

on

we

Andrew’8 Society /

St.

.25td

n

Nov. 30th, at 3 o’clock P. M..
ONtheTHURSDAY,
shall sell the valuable three
premise.,

Tj

no28td

Chair.,

postponement._

Valuable Heal Estate at Auction.

PORTLAND

THE

Under the direction of the following

I3T*

ON

cLOAKS,

Assembly!

Grand Scottish

/$*&

at

commence

o'clock.

PATTER, Auctioneer,
Eicka.gr Street.

THURSDAY, Nov. 30th, at 10 A.M., for and
account of whom It may
concern, to pay cartage,
storage, and other bill, of expense, Office
Table, Hooka, Papers, Backs, Ac.
No

5th, 1805,

Deo.

Commenolog

To he
at the

CLOTHS,

Thos. Russell,
JudgeBOSTON.

the Evening 25 cts.
Doors open at 64—Lecture to

M.

>8

by Shaw’s Quartette each
!3F*Vocal
evening*
Tickets for the Course of eight Lectures, $1.00; for

obtahied ol the Managers, and at the door,
MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S QUADRILLE BAND.
D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.

Every

EDWARD

—

To be

^

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 29.
has in charge a barrel contain-

ing

on

at 32c.

He also recommends the
Ship News.
enactment of laws regulating the labor system,
Newport, R. I., Nov. 29.
leav ing it to the parties interested to make their
Arrived schrs. Domont, Philadelphia for Portland;
He urges tliat ail impediments Sa’Ho E. Thompson,
own terms.
Portland for Philadelphia; M. S.
to free emigration he removed. The Governor Hathaway, Bangor for Washington, I). C.; Commoalso invokes needful legislation to suppress dore Kearney, Calais lor New Haven; Boston, from
C-ulais for New York; Abbott Lawrence, Bangor for
secret political association, which are undoubt
do; Coral, Bangor for Bristol; Eben C. Brown,
Thomaston for Bristol; Mail, Gardiner for do.
edly being revived in the State.
lie says provisions have been made to rebuild the State penitentiary, and erect a State
Recent Publications.
House. He recommends all taxes levied on
colored people for educational purposes, he
Popular Tales. By Andersen and
applied to their education exclusively. He German
Grimm. Four volumes, Illustrated. Boston: J.E.
says the President lays great stress on the
Tilton & Co.
course of Louisiana, and is anxious that she
This beautifully got up edition of the chaining
should take her place in the Union. He invites the Legislature to unite with the execu- stories ol Grimm and Christian Andersen is among
tive of state, giving fresh evidence that Louisi- the most satisfactory works which those enterprising
ana Is determined to stand or fall with Presipublishers, Messrs. Tilton & Co., have brought out
for the season. The booxs ore finely
dent Johnson, in his reconstruction policy.
printed, and
The other parts of the message are of puretastefully bound, and the illustrations are delightful,
Interest.
local
With
stories
the
the
themselves,
j
ly
grown-up readingA Are in Mobile, yesterday, destroyed eight world is mostly familiar. They bear that master
dwellings. Loss, $4,030. A car load of cot- print of genius which takes them outside the limitaton was burned on the Jackson Railroad.
tions of a single language, and gives them a place in
the world’s universal literature. The
brilliantfhney,
the quaint humor, the sly drollery of these tales renErma JBtava tui—Wreck of the Schooner Eugenia, of Bath,
der them wonderfully fascinating to childish
readers,
New York, Nov. 29.
withe at taa same lime thoy are full ot deeply thoughtThe steamer Cuba, from Havana the 22il, ful suggestions and delicate shades of
meaning which
and Moro Castle, from Havana the 25tli, have
no child can fully appreciate. And we are
strongly
arrived.
inclined to the opinion that a child’s hook to he absoThe steamer Hendrick Hudson was run in- lutely perfect must
always possess more or less of
to by a Span 'sh man-of-war, cutting her to the this last named
like
quality.
peowater’s edge.
Temporaiy repairs would be ple, best enjoy that kind otChildren, whichgrown
stimulate*
reading
made, and the steamer sail on her usual day.

schooner

Assembly

_

York Markets.
New York, Nov. 29.
Cotton—opened duTI and heavy, but closed firm;
sales 3500 bales; Middling Uplands at 6t(<^ 52c, closing

severe taxation.

Considerable disappointment prevailed at
die appointment of Gen. Tersundi to supersede the present Captain Genera!, he being a
pro-slavery man and immensely in debt.
Tlie More Castle brought Capt. Morse of the

Christinas Night,

on

New rears

“>

Hon.

31—dtf

30/65,

Concert

MANAGERS:
Pres. Edw. Hodgkins,
VicePres. S. S.Ifannaford,
Soc’y P. W. Stonebam,
Treas. F. J. Bailey,
C. H. Phillips,
I. A. Rich,
R. D. Page.
Tickets for the Course,
$6.00
LOO
Thanksgiving or Christmas Night
each Assembly,
“

Every

OF

A Grand Piremen’s Military, and Civic
Ball on Now Years Night,

New

bales.

Message of Gov. Welles of Louisiana.
New Orleans, Nov. 29.
Gov. Wells’s message was read to-day. He
Louisiana’s
loyalty is renewed without
says
reservation, and accepts with sincerity and
frankness the new order of things determined
by the arbitration of the Sword. He urges a
speedy election of. United States Senators.:
He recommends that an appropriation bo
made for the immediate construction of levees
on the Mississippi; that means may he devised to pay all accrued indebtedness without

On Thursday Evening, Xov.

Harnesses, &c.,

AT AUCTION!
Saturday, at n o’clock a. m.. 0u
Lroie St., we shall MII Horses, Carriage., Harnesses, Blanket., Itobc. Sleigh., Ac., Ac.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneer..
Oct

One I3 rice

HALL,

CITY

THURSDAY

on

5 Horses, Carriages,

TUE

BY

Assemblies

two

SOCIAL

fid (a) 31s.

Hall,

BARGAINS!

5

First of tlio Course of Tempo. '»nca Lectures
will be delivered at tile

Thanksgivings Night!

on

followed by
NIGHTS,
A Ball
To be

at New York.

LIVERPOOL BREADKTUEES MARKET, Nov.
18.—Flour is active at easier prices. Wheat market
bare anti dull at a decline. Corn Cd lower; mixed 30s

bushels.

=

TEMPURs'cOUfiSE.

(TOD

-M1TH-

—

Commercial.

4,

Ex. No.

Will commence their FOURTH ANNUAL COURSE
of DANCES, at

tion is cut off.

steamship Scotia

ASSOCIATION',

OCEAN

To close with an
uary mb, isec.

California.

San Francisco, Nov. 28.
The shipments to Mexican ports by the
John L. Stephens, which sailed to-day, will, be
extremely light, trade in that direction having
This is owing
been brought to a stand-still.
in a great measure to the action of the French

Per

Auction Sales.

Miscellaneous.

_

San Francisco, Nov. 27.
The steamer Sierra Nevada, from Oregon,
with $333JXX) In treasure, arrived to-dav.
An official telegram to-day from Nevada,
says tiiat on the 17th iust., Lieut. Osinor with
sixty California volunteers and a how itzer, attacked a large band of Indians who had fortitied themselves in Black mountains, about ten

i'rom

Enterta,*tttoents.

Entertainments.

er.

Engravings” .from the best bouses in the
country will please call at the Grand Novelty
Sale of Win. Grace <fc Co., 282 Congress Street,

Miscellaneous

Vice Presidents.

There is nothing doing iu tiie Legislature,
which is waiting for the county raeiuoere.
Pierre Soule has resumed the practice of the
law here.
The Bayou plague Mine is being closed up.
The parish of Iberville, which before the
war made nearly 50,000 hogsheads of sugar,
will make this year about 000 hogsheads and
about 600 bales of cotton.

them to return to'their former owners as their
best friends, and not depend on the Government for assistance.
The Antonio Herald of the 14th, says a
number of Liberal officers had arrived there,
who consider the Liberal cause so desperate in
their own country, that they were compelled
to abandon it.
Tire Mexican Times of the 4lh inst. gives a
favorable account of the immigration into
Mexico, and publishes a list of tiie confederates
settled near Cordova.
The Imperialists claim a victory near Oaja-

No Gift Enterprise or Other Humbug.—Those who wish to select “fine steel

The music by the Portland Band, before the
lecture, is a great feature in these lectures, and has proved a trump
card with the managers.
i

Joseph Gertz, for assault and battery on Benjamin 1$. Walton, was fined ten dollars and

Xew Orleans, Texas and Maxlro.
New Orleans, Nov. 29.

denouncing the course of Coi. Strong, of Gen.
Howard’s staff, who in an address advised,

one.

commencement of the

MUNICIPAL COUHT, NOV. 29.

iVoM

thirty-seven,

R. F.’s Entertainments.—A series of
four entertainments pre to be given by the
K. F.’s, for the benefit of the Freedmen’s Association, of this city. The first is to be given
next Monday evening, at City Hail. The first
part of tiie entertainment will consist of Tableaux, illustrating the old fairy story of tha
“
Sleeping Beauty.” Characters by the young
ladies of the R. F.
Dancing to commence at
Refreshments will be
close of Tableaux.

and

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

The Mississippi Legislature has adopted a
bill permitting negro testimony in all cases,
except where only whites are interested.
The Galveston Civilian, in reference to the
stock of cotton in Texas, reports the receipts
at that city to the 18th inst.., since Sept. 1st, at
30.000 bales. There is at Galveston, including
stock on Sept. 1st, 40,000 bales, against 41,000
bales at the same time in 1801.
The receipts
on the Texas corst,
including Houston, since
Sept. 1st amounts to 18,090 baies. The probable receipts this year will be 150,000 bales.
Gen. Gregory’s course in Texas is generally
denounced. He is said to be infusing insurrectionary sentiments into the minds of the
freedmen. He has addressed the ti-eedmeu,

winter,

Rev. Dr. Carruthers remarked that the negro
man, although some persons in the 18th
century, aud some in the 19th century, had
classed him with the monkey species, yet he
was a man and a freedman.
He was glad to
hear Gen. Ranks say, the other evening, that
there was a necessity for granting the right ol
suffrage to the freedmen.
Dr. C. then gave his views as to how this
could best be done, aud urged that we should
was a

\rllh Indian* on Black
Revada.

'tattle

Al the regular meeting of the Executive
Committee of this Association, held Tuesday
afternoon, the Committee on Schools and
Teachers were directed to advertise, at once,
for pro]k'aids for female teachers to labor I
The Committee enamong the Freediueu.

NBAS

TBB

OLD

20.

C1TT BALL!

GEO. ANDERSON, Age at.
OHM

dlelai

jsliKNov. 18.

The SCHOONER CARRIE MELVIN,
Master Robert G. Watt, IKS tons burthen, will sail from Burnham’s Wharf,
Tuesday, 28th Inst, fcr Norfolk, Va.
For

freight apply

to

U. f S. RICE & CO..
dtf83 Commercial St.

Lost!
A large Black Newfoundland Dog, with
curly hair, and a brass Collar on his neck.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by
tfll
**S3Br giving lnlormatlon where he can be (bond,
»

at
Nov 53—dlw*

ROSS & BROS.,
Commercial St,

For Sale and to

Poetry.
A

Valuable Hotel Property

Tragic Btor/.

Translate lfrom the Ceim m<tf Chamitso.
BY

FOR SALE!

THAClvtalAI.

hung

Because it

On

ninujeeatboumnd

found,

Then rouud and round, and out and in,
All day the puzzled saj.o did spin
In vain; it mattered not a pin,
The pigtail hung behind him.

CLASSwBqfc#-/
It
designed Dy

dress with

taste and neatness.

It is a bad sign to see her husband sued for
her finery.
It is a good sign for a man to advertise in a

quire of
For Sale at

Christian Joy.—The joy of the Christian floats not on the surface, but dwells deep
in the recess of the heart, making holidays
there. If Christians do not rejoice, it U be-

they

do not live up to tlieir

a

a

IF

wit^krenUnistae
fiuHlffe^mh

THE
^irt^or yi^tieuliu^
cuqumguf,
|
Firm of

or

.address

Stevens, Farrman

Nov. 11—dtf

Co.

&

Hanover

SALE !

!

Nov 4—dtf

Ho. 14

lol Middle

Street.

tbree-storv Brick House No. 70,

Danforth
THE

1

corner

i

Stock and Fixtures of a Provision and Gro*
eery Store, with a good run oi trade. Location
as good as anjr^in
t£pe citj^fcotli Jbr buying and. sen-

THE

further particulars address P. O. Box No. 69.
novlOdow*
Portland, Nov. 8th, 1865.

the main Arc-4
nue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 566 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery,

A

v

Llnand Mayo Streets, containing twelve
light rooms. It is finished for two families, with
abundance of bar$ and soil water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situate^- and*d) gqpd rfpfir.
Terms

6

PP>

of

JOHN E. PALMER,
144 Middle St.

Oct 24—dtf

sJhd La nil 1<5 f5ale.

Hrtuso

Guardian of the Estate of
undersigned,
Charles H. Place, Charles rf Kinsman, and
others, would offer lor saledlie ffesJraklc Real Estate
situated «t No4 89 Ai'i%Lg»lArAt,maJween Brackett
and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 A ct front on Spring Street, and running

Wait, Wait, Wait!

as

THE

„I H /"

of money in a
business that is laborious and pays but a' small
per cent, of profit, give the subscriber a call and examine tbo RARE CHANCES which he oilers to all
chutes of men to enter a basins* which requires (but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, |ud is not
but
on the contrary, gives one a pi at ant
and which pays fiom
sum

back about the
storied

distance, with a convenient twohouse thereon: fitted up for two
families, ana being in a good stale of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 03 Union Street: or to the undersigned
samo

dwelling

laborious;
exnploWient,

atI66 CoH|iteN.<* Sirrci*.
;
om4dft
JnlfN J. w.

100 to 300 Per Cent. Net Profit.
HteEVES.
Such opportunities are seklom offered to tire pubFor Sale.
lic. Any one wishing to be so lortunato as m secure
a chance to mako money Quickly, Easily and Surely,
*1* nvtkcrlT Bide
by investing from ten dollars to three hundred as4 TU'K.
X ofhree Street, above Oak St., with the Stable
capital, can do ho by calling upon, or addressing the thereoD.
subscriber IMMEDIATLY.
For particulars applv to
W. N. OOURLAY,
<*±+m
INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE, SO Federal St.
Nov 25~dlwV
POBTIJlNP.
For Sale ami to Let.

PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD POE CHILDREN

THIS

Stock of

Goods
Sale, and Store to rent in
THE
Payson BIa6fc,N<i| 37^ Middle St. Apply to P.

W., on the premises,
Portland, Me.

*

house No. f2 Middle St.,
4
oc6dtf

Franklin
A
at present
Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & a. E. SPRING.
and

Sept 27—dtf
the Railroad Stable

use.

Sept 13—d3m

*

~

•'

lit.

To* i><*

®~

~

STORE, centrally located
on Excbvnge Street, suitable for a Wholesale
Dry
Goods business, or for the manufkef ure of Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will he vacated this month or
the next. For further information inquire of DR.
or
Street,;. up
FOUR STORY BRICK

A

are

a

SATURDAY,
9, 1803, at ten
A. M., lor tlic following purposes.
1st—To deckle whether they will ineieasc the capion

Stairs,

£. |>OWA cQrueifoftiilk atidExehango Streets.
dtf
Portland, SoptT 19th, 1865.

ofJ.

tal stock of the Bank.

2d—To decide whether they will increase the value
of the shares to one hundred dollars each.
3d—Forthc transaction ot any other business that
may legally come before them.
By Order of the Directors.

Real Estate lor Sale.
aud LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known as
the Pay son House.
House afrid LotCorper dl WaAi'Alle apd Eherbrook
S1A Tenuieasy, toAuirpnrcluisels.
Apply to W, 37f Middle St.
julylldtf

HOUSE

CHAS/PAY80N,

*

Tenement Wanted.

PURSUANT

£ubllc

NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized by the Collector oi
Internal Reverfue for the First Collection District i
Maine, at Portlund, in said District, on the eight 1
day of August last past.
An Tvfbrmamn against ON?: 0OR$F; ONE EXPHI.*; WAGON; ONE HARVEST TWO ItWJs
KEU JAMAlOA.toifj TKHIO
5?£SD£,WONE
KLGS
WHISKEY; TWO KEGS WHISKEY
FOUR CASES GIN,’ sclzo 1
by the Collector of
District of Lath, on ihe thirtieth
day ot August last
l 0rkB 0f the Kenn0l**>
RiverTin said

tL’

ihbtrictthC

THE SCHOONER
against
HUNDRED

MACK?:it?:L,

MARY LIZBARRELS Oi

seizeil by the Collector of the Dislrki
ot Portland and k’almouth, on the twelfth
day or
September last past, at Port land, inaaid District.
A Libel against THE BOHOONER LUCY
NEAL,
her tackle, apnard and
farnilure, seized by the Collector of the District of Machias, on the tenth
day oi
October last past, at Jonesborough, in said District.
An I)formation against FIFTY CASES OF
GIN,
seized by the Collect uv of the District of Portland
and Falmouth, on the twentieth
day of October last
dast, at Portland in Haid District.
801211X68 wor® kw breaches oi the laws of the
United States, as is more [>81*410nlarlv set forth in said
Informations and Libels; that a hearing and trial
win be had thereon at
Portland, in said District,
on the Sixth day
of December next; where anv
sons interested
therein, may appear and show cause,
wherefore tlie same should not'
be decreed fo, felt and
disposed ot according to law.
tweuty‘sccond ,lay of
A.

per’

JCa?y5in,h,eB,h.»wn.

vember! IMSCB1’^
N
Not

w

...

X. A. QtTINBY,
Dop. U- S. Marshal,
6, Maiue.

22-dtd__Dist.
Copartnership.

undersigned have iorsted
THE
der the
and firm <tf

a

name

KINO

A

copartaershto
unn‘r u,“

DEXTER,

And having purchased the stock of
Chase, Littlefield
,’onthiue the general HARDWARE III?rS«’ wl"
*l 111 “ oldstanili175 Middle and 118
Federal

Portland, Sept. 22,1805.
new

Arm

sep20 ’66 f(

___

Dissolution

of

Copartnership.

THE copartnership heretofore
existing between H.

SIvVj^neref

All accounts to be

j^i^uth. iS6.ihouati° zyg**Copartnership

Notice.

TWp'SSSftft^lfS^
S.

It.

tiACKSOM

In

SON
Busi”8s

OSCEol'^KSON
"■acksoN.

Portland, June 12,1866-tf

Cape

Coijlifl, Colds

anil

Consumption!

In 1832, and stiff the best known
JESTABLISHED
jd remedy for all affections qf the Lunys, Throat and

Be caretul to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER &<JO., Bost >n. Proprietors.
Large Bottles, #1.00.
Small, 00 cents.
**ure Cod I-itver Oil
rvr«?P.r«9,,,T for Medicinal use by IiF.ED.
01 the
l,‘?v® *®?>I,1Llcs for Obtaining oil
Chest.

mo.t^»ii0;’.Who
quaUtT-

aSuSS*0

Lar»°Bo,tles- 5m&

coi-

without

children,
family
the centre*’ part of
BY
ement,
Address X. Y.
Press
a

a

the

city.
augSeodtl

Wanted.
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at high-

ly► eat rates of freight.
Also,

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN
CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wnari.

Aug.

Merchandise.
Great

Bargains!

Bal«

ty.

250 Bnrrel. Choice Dried Apple.,
44
Jackson Potatoes,
44
Coffee Crashed Sugars,
250
44
Granulated Sugar,
100
44
No* 2 Syrup,
250
44
No. 1 Syrup,
115
44
50
Fancy Baltimore Flours,
44
Kerosene Oil,
50

500

44

Spirits Turpentine,

44
lOO
Wilmington Tar,
44
200
Wilmington Pitch,
44
No* 1 Rosin,
50
44
No* 2 Rosin,
75
630 Boxes Manufactured Tocacco,
46 Cases Manufactured Tobacco*

Co mmiss ion

by

CHASE

N. B.—In store 500
Convoy from Norfolk.

BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

bushels White Com per sch.
oc19tt&s
Va.

House Lots.
Lott, comprising 45,000 feet of
Cushman and Lewis st. for
\V. H. STEPHENSON.

Emery,

or

T^

Lease for

a

now

term of Years.
occupied by Cliartea

nV’.flu'"'*6'1bclwo<?n

Union Wharf ami
Jlemli s. 1 lie Wharf contains about 1500
square ft.,
until a two story building
20
For furby
J 75.
ther particulars inquire ofthereon,

H. WHITE,
No. 6£ UnionWharf.

m'«'■
ma>25d»'

House1 tots for Sale.
QEVERAL finely located House Lots in
kj
three

Cape Ellz-

aiieth,
mluulos; r.'allt train *.bo Cane Bridge.
Inqutre °1 E. N PERRY', at the Sheriff’sOttfic' PnTfland, where

a

Been-

phtn ot Cape Elizabeth lots mav be
maylStl

Sails ami Rigging: lor Sale.

THE

new

JUST

Yellow Corn,
A prime quality lor mealing, now in store, for sale
by car load free on track, at the Tery lowest market
prioes.

Meal, Meal.
Supplied to dealers In any quantity, at any place of
business in the city, or by car load on any line of railEDW. H. BURGIN.
road by
City Mills, No. 120 Commercial Street.
November 14, 1805.
dim

Satis and Blocks ol the
Brig Atlanta, too tons old measurement,
The drait ol the spars can be

mncl»_—dtf

Pure

“

A

———

■

For particulars,

SMITH
Silycr Street.

A11

FOR

aiuitj1 Wkarf.

SALE

AT A 33 A

UGTAIISr!

L.ri iaae Mnii.lkirlory jjn. 90
THE
Stwbh, will, oil the tools and at.purtenincesnS^!

srirvmo

carry

on a

A innulKTof

WArtiy*!^'
For

first-class Carnage

Manufacturing

-ALSO-,first-class TOR BUGGIES and JENaild S'x ('■) warranted CONCORD

particulars enquire ol
n. K A \l)A I.L. on the premises,
Orof .JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

For Sale.'

f7jt| StmTW°"at0rr
I.

■“^*1*

quire ol

‘irtUk U°"*° S°’ 48 D»nf'‘rt!>
.JAMES E. CARTER,
4

?«*»l**.
£VWM.a. STEPHENSON1;
Second National Bank.

_.____*

Atlantic VAite Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y
Manufacturers of
LEAD, Dry

Acall

on

Nov 28 dtf

k,

Ptf

WHITE

E

.ED

and in Oil,

LEAD,

the

to,>e gojdfojJm
S-Wrt?' m «• “» ** hi"-

£

No. W

^'ange 9t.

Risks

INSURANCE,

Against 'Accidents 2
In the most reliable Companies.
The public are invited to inspect our Booms where
all information in regard to Insurance will be given
freely.
Insurance

Portland, Nov. I,

REASONS

WHY THOSE

“A

WHO

"W

o t

isely”

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES
-IN THE-

MUTUAL

~THE

Co.

General

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United, States.

The necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

it

LESS to insure

costs

Comparisons will Confirm

SPARROW,

State

Agt.

Office 30 Exchange Street.
Portland, July 18,1865—dtt
Central

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
ear.

Company

William. NEW YORK.

JAMUABT, 1866.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Bisks.
The whole profit! of the Company revort to the
Assubbd, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and for which
Uertifieatee are loaned, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividends in the Yean 18634 and 6 were *0
cent eaeb.
io Profile for 33 Yean amount to the

Br

of

01 whloh here has keen redeemed by

Cash,

(19,691,030
13,663,780

The Company hu Auett, over Eleven Million
DoUare, viz:—
United States and 8tate of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
*4,974,700
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,96b
Premium Notes and Bids Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
8,140,630
r Doited 8tatee Cold Colo,
441,890
Cash in Bank,
288.430

•11,133,600
Wm Sturgis, Jr,

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W H H Moore,
Cmi,
m C Piekersgill,
Lewis Curtis,

Henry K Bneert,
William K Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,

tenrv

Joseph Gailard, Jr,'
J Henry Burgy,

Russell,

Cornelius Grlnnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Benj Babcock,
Fletoh> r Westray,
Rob B Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,

Lowell Helbrook,
Warren Weston,

Dealers

R

Royal Phelps,

Calsb Barstow.
A P Pillot,
Dai id 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
leorgeG Hobson,
ziavid Lane,

Co.,

Agents,

>

met

Frederick

Chaunoey,
James Lew,

Bryce,

Chas H Marshall.
D. Jokes, President.
Charles Dbenis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vioe-Pres’t.

Johh

J. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

'lyjADE

Meal for Table Use !

from prime Southern Yellow Corn, for sale
CHASE

Nov. 4—S,T&Ttf

BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

SOUTHERN

PINE l

BRADFORD Si RENICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New
Yorlc, execute orders for Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
tavoVable terms. Shipments made directly to all do-

COMMISSION

mestic and foreign
ports. They are also prepared to
lurm b Oak and Northern Pine
Timber, hewn or
sawn to order.
ocl2d3m

Tui-

tv

...

For Sale.

3i5* HoulM! a*1'1 Lot of Land No. 3 Mont

Portland. Lot 3? x 50 feet.
House two stories in good repair.
Inquire ot
CARLETON,
Attorney at Law,
-,,,
80 Middle Street.

novSdtf_No.

A Desirable House <C- Lot for Sale.

The House and Lot on Franklin St. reslt rillif dcnce of the 1»W Edward Feraald. The house
JMUILis two-story, roomy, and in good repair, with
a good Stable.
Lot about 50x130 feet.
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, Nor. 11th—d3w

organ-

Dollars !

Million

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
\Ye are prepared to issue policies
Dwelling
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
at FAIR
PROPERTY
INSURABLE
SPECIES of
RATES.
on

Applications reoeived by
J. W. MUNGER, 166 Fore St.
FebUedlm llmeodfc w6w

Portland.

POR TLABD.

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

New York Estimate of tke International.
indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
As

New York Board of Fire Insurance

Principal.

Instruction given in Pencil or Crayon Drawing by
In Oil PatuUng
Miss E. JONES, at #5.00 per term.

at #10,00.
A class in Drowing will be lormed for Wednesday
and Saturday afternoons.
Terms, for Winter Term of eleven weeks, #11.00.
C. O* FILES,

INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fttll
far behind the International in point of patrona ;e in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
Tliis is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best

1864,

and find that THE

understood
and s illful

management oi

this

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. if.
md340p. m.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. m, and 2 00
Mid 5 30 P M.
The 9 40 a m and 200 P M. trains will be freight
brains, with passenger cars attached.
SffiF’Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seh&go,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Maa<son. and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Liineriok, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and U-si pee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland. Oct 26.1865—dtf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
To COMMENCE MONDAY, June 26/A
£#gfS*“5Bh865 Trains leave Portland, Grand
Trunk Sta tion, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
1.95 P. M.
Muand
For Bangor and Intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
Both of
A M and arrive in Portland at21G P. M
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Bosngarmai

which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from

quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, VICE-PRESIDENT.
C. C.

HINE,

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., aud returning is due In Portland at l P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal Stations,

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 168 Fore Street, Portland, Me.

John If. M unger Jt Co.,
c:t6dly
Agents.

LIFE INSURANCE.

The Company

United

Society

States.

(Located in New York City, Organized July 25, 1859,)
WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.J
GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

Assets,—$1,500,000.00.
(Accumulated

In

LARGE and convenient tenement, centrally located. Also a store, a good stand for Millinery
business. Apply at 371 Middle Street,
November 18,1805.
dtf

not

responsible

for

baggage

to

m

Portland, Nov. 1,1863novadtf

Grand Trunk

Railway.

lor Tickets to all points West dt South West,
APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket Office,

90 Exchange Street.
jy Fares from 84 to 8T lower via. tlie Grand

Railway, than any other route to the West.
I WM. FLOWERS.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t.
Eastern Agt., Bangor.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Trunk

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
*Will dispatch regularly,

Considerations for Insuring in tke Equitable Life Assurance Society.

First.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies
at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies dec'arod non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount, if
Third.—Its cash income is greater than that oi

SOUTH

organized within

An

ship.

Important to Travelers
TOTH.
WSB
West, South,

North-West aud the Oanad&s.

D.

LITTLE

Agent for all the groat Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, lndlunupolis, Cairo,
fro., and is prepared to furnish Through Ticket,
from Portland te all the principal Cities aud Town!
in the leyal States and the Canadas, at the

IS

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all nne4ful information cheerfully furnished.
TnaTBLUtu* will Bud it greatly to their adrantag.
to prooute Through Ticket. »t the

Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, lap stain.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

in Europe or America, has
traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of itB profits arc divided

or

WHITE PINE

io

„

^

COMPOUND,
Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
alter h iving been proved by the test of eloven years,
in the New England States, where its merits have
become as well Known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

TIIE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
and
of
Spitting Blood,
Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficulty of Void-

ing Urine,

LIFE,

GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or

most

elegant head-dress.
Sold by all

Depot 198 A

200

Druggists.

Greenwich St. H. Y.

Bleed
from the
and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. If is pleasant, safe and sure.

Kidneys

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
Dr. J. W. Poland,
is a highly approved medicine.
the inventor, nas the confidence of many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
minister.
His exusefully many years as a
perience as a sufferer led to nim to make experiments
his
medical
in
which issued
discovery.—Boston
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

Baptist

Compound.

“The White PineJCompound is advertised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for it is iacraasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine for Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used it wlil be without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
The greatest inventions come by accident, and
sure.
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
for Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his

delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the grave, he made the discovery
which has saved himselr, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and never
knew a more conscientious, honest, upright
man,
and are glad to state that we believe whatever he
a

says about his White Pine

perron mu.t know
that remedies handed out tut
general uro ahouhl have
their emcaey e.lablis.hod by well te.ted
experience In
the hand, of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory .tiidlc. fit. him for all the dutie. l.e must
Inltlll; yet the country 1. Hooded with poor nontru ms
and cure-all., purporting to be the be»t in the world,
are not only useless, but always iujurkus.
The uu
fortunate should bo pabticulab lu selecting his
as It is a lamentable
yet inconUovertable fact, tliat many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians hi geuerai practice:
conceded by the best
tor it is a point
syphlland management of thene
ographers, that the
should
engross the whole time of tlioM)
complaints
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with tneir pathology, commonly
of treatment, in most cases makone
ng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

physician,

generally
study

opportunity

and

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
5 All who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence iu maluror years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTi DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss ol Beauty
and Complexion.

Steam-

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bud habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we arc consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they bad
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and iu a short time are

Line.

made to

Tlie Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, ami ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVE It Y

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
men at the ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a rnnnnei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin uilktnh hue,
turbid anis arance.
again changing to a darkdieand
of this difficulty, ignorThere are many men who
ant of the cause, which is the

It There

for the West forwarded
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimoro and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE <& CO.,
9 T Wharf, Boston.
Nov 22—dlyr

by

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!
Summer

Arrangement l

THE

Forest City, Lewiston and

1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the l>r.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

Montreal,

Will, until farther notice,

run as

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
overy Monday, Tuesday Wednes-

be forwarded immediately.
AH correspondence strictly confidential, and wiU be
returned, if desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street fcorner of Middle
Street), Portland. Me
CF* Send a Stamp for Circular.

and Saturday, Thursday,
at 7 o’clock P. M t and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
33?" Freight taken as uxu&l
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $00 in value and that personal, unless notice i» given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $000 additional value.

Friday

day,

Aug 5,

TO

LINE.

Tha splendid ud tut Steam,bipa
CHESAPEAKE,ICapt W. W. Sherwood. and FRANCONIA, Capt. U.
SaaawooD, will antil farther notice,
ran a* follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 Hortb River, New fork, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. M.
These vessels

are

titted up with hne accommoda-

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of tlieh
A lady of experience in constant attend

Rastport,

Calais and

own sex.
ance.

CmmliMbre

Coe’s

DYSP1
aiul

For sale by Druggists. ISO cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

General Agent*
Oct 5—cUcwSm

One Bottle is gut* ran teed to

Dyspepsia in

Only

State ef Maine.

On and after Monday, Marob 37 the
J^bcSifiSXSteainerNnw YouK.Capt UW Chisholm, w,u leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St,
aver, Mohday at 6 o’cloek r. n ; and the Steamer
Haw BnunewioK, Capt E. B. Winchester, Mill leave
every Thursday at6 o’olook p.m, for Eastportand
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. M, far Eastport, Portland and
Boeton.
At Eastport the 8toamcr "Queen” will oonneet
for St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais,with tlwNew
Brnswlek and Canada Railway for Woodstook and
Houlton stations. S age Coaches also oenneet at
Eastport tor Machlas and intermediate places.
AtSt. John the steamer Emperor will oonneet, for
Windier, Dfgby and Halitax, add with steamer* for
Fredorle and the St John River.
Through tickets
procured of the azents or the olerk on hoard. No
Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’olook
r. >.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Portland, March 30.1846.
mehSlti

DE. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind anil Bleeding
Piles.
It givos immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try It directly.
It is warranted to
sure.
For sale by all Druggists. 80 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street
Boston, Sale Agents lor New England.
novlOdem

AS

AS

FAR

FALL

TOE

ICE

WILL

INDIGESTION AND CtENEUAL DEBILITY.
anti in
every instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy/ood without dango* or distress from it. It is the most wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in Us action, erer known to the
world No one will do without it in the house that
his ever used it onoe.
YOU

TUAT ARK

New Haven, Conn.
HAY, TV F PHILLIPS * CO, and J. W.
PERKINS if CO., Agonts, Portland, Me.

A

SCIENTIFICALLY

YEAR made by any one with
ffliO nnft
Tools. Mo experience
t®,sS,lJUUdl»—:Slencll
Presidents,
The
Cashiers, and Treaeurnecessary.
Sent free
ere of three Banks indorse the oircular.
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
oc6d3m
Works, Springfield, Vermont,

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Better than any

Pill*

and is safe to

1*^————

use

N T’8

or

Complaint*,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

COMPOUND MX TRACT ON

Powders !

at all times

For all Female

such Word aa Pail.”

CASES

forbidden in the directions which accomespecially
pany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by

Copaiba,

Druggists everywhere,

*
*®d Speedy Cure for all ditea*
of the Bladder, Kidneys and
Urinary Otqans.
either in the mule or femite.
frequently performing
a perfect cure in the short
vpace of three or
days, aud always in leas Ume than any other piwparation. In the use ol

£ertVn>

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

I, the fare beBangor will I*
$3.00; Rockland $2.00: other landings on the River reduced In pro■portlon, per s>earner Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dti

es

Periodical

Lyon’s

On and after .June
tween Portland and

1S

trial

V H. H.

Fare Reduced to the Penobicot River

Cubebs and

one

C. G. CLARK <fc CO., Proprietors,

on the Boston, Maine,
JJepets in Boaton, Salem,

T A. R

just

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

PERMIT.

For Freight or Passage apply to
A
m
A, SOMERBY, Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Portland, Oct 27th, 1865.—dtf

bo

BUFFERING,

We beg of you ifyou are sick, to make
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

Passengers ticketed through

“There is

Stomach,

Heartburn,

and in (act all diseases proceeding from the 8tomach
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure for

ARRANGEMENT!

and Eastern Railroad at the
Ajynn and Lawrence.

of

iustantly

Sickness at

Fever and Ague.
Colic Fains,

Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf,
--—foot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday
Evening,at 10 o’clock, connecting with the 3 p. m train from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a’6o’olook, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Sear sport, Buckapurt,Winterport and Hamden, both way**.

C.G. CLARK & COGen'l Agents,

ion"

For U. 8. and Canada.
J. TV. PERK INS if CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS if CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

Tarrant’s Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs

thereis no noed of confinement or
ohange of diet
In its approved form of a
paste, it i. eatirelv tasteless and causes no
anplcua'lit sensation lo the patient. and no ixpasare. It is now
acknowledged by
the most learned in the
profession that in the abore
olasa of diseases, Cubebs aud
art the only
Cepaiba
two remedies known that can be relied
u| on with
any oertainty orauocess.

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by

I

Coe’s

Cough

Balsam!

No Medicine ever known will cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,

A CO..
97S Grecnwloh St., New York
Bold by Druggists all over the World.

Till KA NT

OR

miyeaOdly

RELIEVE

CONSUMPTIVE COIUIGH I
M

quick

ft*

COE’S COUCH BALSAM!
It so that the
a cough, hot loosens
freely. Itlswitliin
patient can expectorate
of all. the

It does not dry up

Jfr

Wl ft

IMJM

tho

Price
to
never

Palate,

cauxe

no

i

a cure

lor all

symptoms of the Dyspepsia,

Liver Compliant, Loss ol
Appetite, Debility,
Montlily Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Traveltrs /ml the Lozenges just
Faintness, Jkc.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
hat they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price 60
J.

ness,

cents

per box; small boxes 30 cents.

For sale

by

S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
july4dly

reach

Being Only 30
and

join, act

require increase ol dose, do not
«Merly persons, females and chiklthing. Two taken at night movJj18*'
®“
Ul° next rooming.
Warranted
.11
au
cases olff®*
Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We

rnnnrl*

Perfect Piano Forte!

A

cure the worst case
one dose will

£ ick Headache.

Dysentery,

P0RTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER

~

__

and

*,

Cholera Morbus,

_

iu
promise

ABM ELBE’S Patent Isolated Piano. Call and
be convinced.
A. M. McKE.VNEr, Agent,
234 Congress St., cor. of Centre
oc3eod*cow3m

P

existeuc

BOWELS!

relieve the moat aggravated attacks of

PHILLIPS,^
far

PSIA!

a’l diseases ol the

STOMACH AND

St, John.

Compound."

H. H. HAT,

Lungs.

Remedy

—for—

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

J. W. PERKINS,
W. F.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

ally.

*

Janl.lKtiGd&wly

Co.

Steamship

Infirmary,

LADIES.

nothing

tions fcr passengers, making this the moat speedy,
safe and comfortable ronto fcr travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
•4.00. Cabin passage *6.00. Meals intro.
Uoods lorwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Qaebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport aad
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
•teanmrs as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or package arplv to
EMERY k FOX, Rrowa’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 84 West Street,
Hew York.
May 39, 1806.
dtf

International

THE

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they wUl find arranged for thou
especial accommodation.
Dr. U.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival*
led In efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find ft invaluable In all cases of ob
s true lions alter all other remedies have been tried In
It is purely vegetable, containing
vain.
in
the least Usurious to the health, and may be taxen
with perfect safety at all limes.
Sent to anv part of the country, with Hill directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle}, Portland.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

Medical

Electic

L. BILLINGS, Agent.
feb.18,1863 —dtf

1865.

many

are

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

STEAMERS

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

Dli. STRICKLAND'S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

rqjoice in perfect health.

FIVE DAYS.

From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.

Freight

*

HOW

Philadelphia

Steamship

system

f.ursuea

THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

c ur

ailments, with

CAUTION TO THE POTL1C.

Every IntelHgent and thinking

CO.,
Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO 6c CO*
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Nov 4—dtf
Portland, Me.
FOR

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

cess.

17

FREIGHT

a

dreg* 0f disease from the system, and making a
pertoetand PERMANENT CUKE.
Hewuul.l call the attention ol the afflicted to the
“Ct
his U,ng standing and well-earned reputation
tui mshing
Huihdeut assurance of his shill and suc-

On and after
30th,
Monday, Oet.
the new and fast-going
Steamer
“REGULATOR?* Capt. W H.

W. POLAND'S *

•*

among the

of disbursements to receipts is
less than that of any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
References.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B. HALL, Agent.
Office No. 22 Exchange St.', Portland.
Oct 31—dtf
ra

England Eemedy.

•* Dr. J.

insured.
Sixth.—Its

New

►

the

THOMAS ASENCIO &

THE GREAT

organized eithexperienced such ex-

standing

WEDNESDAY, the 29th Nov., and
attached to each

he feels warranted in QuauCube in all Oaheh, whether of Uu,u

medical profession.

the

AMERICA,

experienced Surged is

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be secured
by early application at this offloe.
aarSOdkwtf
March *>, IMS.

ever

WIIEBE

All letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to

PORTLAND.

August 10—dCra

the last fifteen years.

Fourth.—No other company

on

Temple Street,

ho can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hour* ..ally, and trow 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
l)r If. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction ol private diseases whether arising fr0,n
vice ol sclAabusc.
Impure connection or ihe terrible•articular
brand, 0,
Devoting bis eiirire time to tliat 1

TINKLEPAUGH, Commander,

cease

any company

Ihe

on

29th ot earh month, at 3 1>. M., from Pier 43 North

E.

Portland

Six Years.)

TRIP.

OTHER

THE UNITED STATES AND 11KAZIL MAIL

PEINDLE, Agent,
90 Exchange Street,

JAS.

W.

Assurance

are

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $60') additional value.
C. J. BUY DOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

The

To Let.

Canada.

On and after Monday, Nov. 6/A, 1865,
ns will run as follows:
Morning Train for 8outh Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 A M.
Mail Train fur Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
lan d Pond to Quebec aud Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
m e above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
810am
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
145 p.m.
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

THE

and Thibets,
sold at bargains.

Ce Ke BABB,
No. 9 Clapp's Block.

RAILWAY,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

OLIVER A.

Of the

EVERY

daily for most of the towns north and east of this line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville. June 22,1865.
Jbne23tf

Secretary.

Equitable Life

Bahia, Every Trip,

ton.

steriing corporation,

Poplins

down and to be

A

—

by those who best know tbe real merits

Principal*

Nov 21—d2w

MARKED
novl4 distf

Companies,

for

Academy J

MASTERS

notice:
Leave Saco

an

Sept 27, I860—dAw6m

WINTER TERM BEGINS NOV. 27,1865.
and Misses of all ages and attainments
received at any time in th3 term. Persons desirous of taking up French, German, or any single
branch taught in the Academy, will find that they
can make satisfactory arrangements by calling on the

3000 Yds.

INSURANCE.

AT

Thomas, Pernambuco,
PARA

No. 5

regularly

RIO DE JANEIRO,
And

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

will call at Para.

On apd after Monday. Oct. 30, 1865,
will leave an follows, until further

—

MARINE

-FOR-

Will leave

umuii-mgn

these Pacts.

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Superior

ever

Original [Capital
One

United States Mail Line

St.

CAN HE FOUND AT HIS

THE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

by

ROBERT COLGATE &

Jan’y 1, 1865*

This Co. Is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

SAFEST ;

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Fife Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Chmries H

by Druggists

$1,204,188,40

$80
$20

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

a

Surplus,204,188,40

to

11. & A. ALLAN,
6 G. T. It. Passenger Depot.
no27tf
Nov.
1*C5.
Portland,
26th,

CALLINO

DR. J. B. HUGHES

hanteeisg

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

paid in*

the9th.

on

River,

utuggaaTn

nil

alter the arrival ut tho train

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. m. and 2 30 p.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

$1,000,000

BENEFIT

TEW.TEBS:

&

Maine.

for

CASH CAPITAL,

a

Life Insurance

and Refined.

and

SONS,

29 Exchange St#
nov3rr&8tf

18G5.

TWO

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav -, Boiled
For sale

taken at the lowest rates.

Farm Buildings, Stocks, Tools, &c.
13^*Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by B. B. and

etc.

generally,

Special

Particular attention given to insuring all kinds of

Red

Glass-mr ers’

LITHARGE,

-AJSA

For Sale.

And all

p.

Liverpool.

$CG
(according to accommodations)
Steerage,
its
in
Gold
or
equivalent.
Payable
For freight or passage apply to

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dti

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

turn

enquifr^jf"^'

_

rf'-OPEN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPETUAL FIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies
Issued.
Blading Certificates Gives at this Office,

and 2 20

M.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Branch,

$1,537,000

61 Wall St,

Whitt Lead.

L°‘. No- 2

°°a8jt‘

Assets of the New York

Leave Portland for Boston at 840

:—
a. m.

raina

$500,000

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!

jtxrains leave as follows

to

Cabin

On and after Nov. 6 1865. Presenter

ffigsaagn

the

aug26’65dly

Assets

$300,000

Assets

to

December, immediately

AT

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

and

of the previous (lav from Montreal.
To be followed by the North American,
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:

Fare

INTERNATIONAL

Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

Apples.

Winter

100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and for sale by
G "W
Oct. 20.—dtf
Nos. 6 and 8

CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs.

T Streeott a^lf

Assets

Company

Nov. 15.

#570,000

Assets $200,000
Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Hartford Conn.,

"■■■

and Butter.

Q\ BBLS. Fall and

For Sltle.

mm, T

Assets

as Low by this Route as ary other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norrldgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, South China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
ML’I’s.
Nov. 6 1S65.—dtf

Booked

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Ratea.
The Steamship MORAVIAN, Capt. Aitov. *riii
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, m

trains.

8. H. McALPINE,

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,

WARREN

For Sale.

ot

ia-ac

and Marine Ins. Co.,
Springfield, Mass.,

who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
to their own interests before paying out
are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheeriully offered to understand the
whole subject.

TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
\
J *JVj\ I Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, SI Commercial St.
Oct 21—dtf

Customs Boat-House at Main Wharf, is for
sale.

Inquire

Springfield Fire

Those

W1

Sr. DAVIS,
161 Commc rcial Street.

IStKtt-IIoii.se lor Sale.

Co.,
Piscataqua
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000

Portland for Bruuswick daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.30 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.80
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11.30.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central It. R., can be purchased in-Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots, l’assengors with through tickets going east
will change cars at the firit depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a Jirat clatt eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through

M

their money,

Cider;

—

Lead,

$1,035,000

important

Cape Cranberries:
For sale, at the Lowest Market Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.
nov2dtm.
—---%
-r
|
50

McGILVEKY, RYAN
No.

Assets

F*

Apples!

Apples!

Standing Rigging.

saved in period, order*
seen at our store.

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

1.15 P. M.

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Room Ho. 1.

$360,000

Assets

commend this

INSURANCE COMP’Y

Enterprise Insurance Co., of Phila.,

November, 0, 1805.

PORTLAND

consideration of all desiring Life insurance.

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

High Mixed Corn, 1st,-IT IS

landing from schooner James Brophy. Also,
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

distinguishing feature

State Agent

$560,000

Assets

6,100 BUSHELS

Prime

integrity,

acter tor

Londonderry

qS3£S3tEO Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
3BnaalWdexecuted! for Bath, Lewiston via Andruseuggin R. R.), Augusta, waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhcgau, and intermediate Stations, at

CARE

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

PORTLAND.

Yellow Corn and Flour,
oxnn BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW MEALOOUU 1NG CORN,
200 Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing and

a

These facts in connection with its well-known char-

No. 63 Commercial St.,

tor sale

Company,

$1,300,000

JOHNE. DOW A-

House,

Not. 15—dtf

payment of losses la

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,000,000

CO.’S

&

In tlic

Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having been from 30 to TO pr. ct. leu
than ofjaiiy other Co. of as long standing*

LIFE

—AT—

RICE

years, or at death, suiter a remarkable diminution
when reduced to theirpresent value.

Lorillard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,312,000

And

Older, Butter, Pickles, Buckwheat Flour,
Apples, &c.,

RETURN.

The advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf yearn without interest,
No other Company pays dividends in
are obvious.
this way.
The Dividends ot the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without kinterest payable in four or five

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

Steamboat.

Portland, April 26,1SG5.—dtf
To Let

Assets

to Iiake room for

bf.

stold
LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.
Must

8

Y.,

New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

29—dti

Apples

House

on

Co.,

Insurance

small genteel ten-

Office,

Z.,

Elisabeth.

AVERY

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
For

the

desirable residence in (‘ape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland
Bridge. The house is
two
storiMsyiWMiiff-.t^roon^.
clqsete, Ac., all in
complete order.* 'Also Well arrangea Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauNovation is uiiaurpasse«i.in this \ iciuty.
ioj
erm may. For particulars enquire att
298 Congress St..
july25dtf
Portland, Me.

IPLEVEN
J Land,

Niagara

of

Wanted.

Reial Estate for

•— «copandfe

Estate, on

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
Far particulars enquire vt iiis Attorney., Messrs.
Deblois & JACKsoJt, 58 Exchange Street.
J uly 6.—dtf

settled by H.

H. F. LOCKE,

Real

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now ownod and occupied by the subscriber.

srSfe s»33? AjfiZ 22“,
tuMcmsent.

finely located

The

Oct
the

two

BARRELS Choice Eating Apples;
lOO Barrels Greenings;
Selected Baldwins;
200

Streets8

JOSEPH A. KING.
J' V'l>iLXl lAl'

or

one

_

lOO

to Monitions from the Hon. Ash nr
Ware, Judge ot the United States District Court,
within and tor the District of Maine, I hereby give
notice that the foBotring Infort nations and
ibels have been tiled in said Court, vi*:
An Information against TWO BARRELS OF
NEW ENGLAND liUM, seized by the Collector oi
Internal Revenue lor the first Collection District oi
Ma no, at Portland, in said District on the eleventh
x
day of August laHt past.
An Wornatiofi against FIVE BARRELS OF

suitable for

tenement

an

ol this

Passengers

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-06.

Commencing

Fire and Marine Ins.

WANTTD
small families, with good water privileges.

VV

ami TEN

a

a

$1,518,000

of N.

Company.

_Medical.

—

and U. S. Mails.

TIIE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by
IMMEDIATE

--—-

Portland to Skowhegan
and Kendall’s Mills*

PROMPTNESS

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $697,000

one who understands the business thoroughly,
permanent situation will be given.
The best of references required. Apply to
S. T. CLEVELAND & CO.,
novl4 d3w*
No. 4 Free Street Block.

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

A Libel
ZIE and TWO

16—d4w

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or aridresss,
J. HANKKRSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

several

on

or

of this Bank
hereby notffleo
THEthatStockholder**
Special Meeting will be hoklsn at 6h<
Bank
Dec.
o’clock.

United States of America, »
District ot Maine, ss.
j

Maker*—HIGHEST

CH1SAM, 96 Exchange St.

Wanted.

Horses for Sale.
Spring street,
ATgood Horses, suitable for work
family

Bank.

Cashier.
no23dtd

or at

Brfckfei^p S^eroccupied
Com^iohiB
rpftE
Streets,
by

_

Portland, Nov. 22,1865.

for

S.
so

popular in Germany and England*, was devised tm
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig of
Berlin. Infants who arc deprived of the mother'.'
milk, can be made healthy ami strong l»y the* constant use of this food. And invalids, those Who r<
consumptive, dysi»cpUc or looblc from anv vause, will
find it most excellent and slrengift-imparllng.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & Cp., Mauuiayturiii;;
Chemists, 150 Congress Street, have made' arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and tresh.
In large quantities.
For sale bv all the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS <v. Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—dif

Merchants’ National

Pant

W. F.

Portland, Nov.

on

TheT&o&tor^liou^hfrd'^o^corner
lljjjjcoln

Manner,

AND INVALIDS.
highly nufcricious and pleasant food,

CUSTOM
prices paid.

$1,430,000

Assets

Wanted.
and

rep-

Co., N. Y.,

or

Coat

are

Life Insurance

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,

Gentlemen. Remember that
J WM. GRACE & CO., offer better Inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&Woin
Ladies

Insurance

Assets

Wanted,

Agents

For Sale.

rain-

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

BEFORE

Nov 17—dtf

near

RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 9, J865.—istf
lO :• £---—

PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

investing

JmmXWiTPv-.

It branches.

The following First Class Insurance Offices
resented by this Agency, vis

Metropolitan

RICE fit CO.,
63 Commercial St.

of

and Tate Streets. It has all the modimprovements ami is in excellent condition.

ern

C.

-.
a large

APPlfct°T. S.

Please address Tenement, Box 1603.
Oct 10—dtf

IJotow lor S»»I«.

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cases*

v

Wanted.
Two Schooners from 50 to 100 tons
Boston.

tlio State,

Life and Accident

Fire, Marine,

Insurance in all

burthen to load for

Agency In

Thirty Million Dollars,

Nov 23—dtf

j

over

To

X Brown Street—a very deniable residence—in
complete repair.
Also—Tbe two-story Brick House No. 23 Fore St.
Inquire of
I>. If. INGRAHAM,

Notice,

Short

W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.

LARGEST
Capital represented

Steamboats.
■

PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R. Montreal theOcean Steamship Co,
Carrying
OAK
Canadian
via WatervUle

CHARTER

Agents,
29 Exchange St., Portland,
MAINE.

!

Railroads.

.

*

Insurance

lahii)g Village

GENTb’ LIONEIST
At

Stunned”

a

of all kinds WASFIRT) and CLE/iNSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.

Got up in the Best Possible

AfHST'K

a

A^T *hie-sWv? BMOK 'ffeNEMlNT*

e7dOW4 SONS,

JOHN

Firo Insurance

Mathews & Thomas, on
Oct. 26tb or 27th,
Canal National Batik, dated
Dollars.
Payment has been
fir One Thousand
All persons are cautioned against receiving
finder shall be suitably rewarded by
tho same. The
returning it to
r
bv

AND PRESSMAN wanted to take
Valuable, Beal Estate A CUTTER
charge of Tailoring establishment in flour
in this State.

St.
rv

Lost!
drawn

is

FOR

Insurance.

___

Tailor Wanted.

PORTLAND CT? LAUNDRY,
30

A

AN

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.

ior
No.

FEW single gentlemen can be accommodated
with board at 54 Cberlasd Street.
Nov. 27.-dlw»

days; a goad House, live years

Lot 40 x loo fbeL
old,
a brick cistern ot
It is adapts tor'two
filtered water and a spring ot running water in the
cellar. At present prices for building said house and
lot would cost #4,500. It will now be sold if applied
for immediately, for $2,800 cash; or part cash and par t
lime for #3,000. Apply to
MOSES GOULl),
d2w
nov 24
74 Middle Street.

privileges.

The curiosity of woman would turn
bow to see what is behind it.

M_
^
Great Bargain or to
Let,

not Bold within ten

sending his

A fellow bciDg awakened by the clerk of a
steamer, was tolil that he must not occupy the
berth with his boats. He very considerately
replied: “Oh, the bugs won’t hurt ’em, 1 guess'
they are an old pair.”

JOS. ILSLEY.

NovcmlM^ 11,.166^-dt^

children to school.
It is a bad sign to see them educated at
evening schools, on thu street.

cause

SINGLE

IMTHER

sheriff advertise for

to see a man

good sign

<'“l,J®'v®

ivas #Ui',l>n,l.
the land ; ot this aim about $110,000 have been
ol progress,
expended to bring it to its present stage

sign

It is a

b«tW£entm>4

ol

show:
It is a good sign to see u man doing an act ol
charity to hi9 fellows.
It is a bad sign to bear him boasting of it.
It is a good sign to see an honest man wearing his old clothes.
It is a bad sign to see them filling the holes
in bis windows.
It is a good sign to see a man wiping the
perspiration from his lace.
It is a bad
to see him wipo his chops as

him.

IvajIuiAs, Esq., Archi-

nearly so.
Its original estimated cost

ing will

sec a

WM.

Ire^SLif

Signs.—When will signs and "wonders
cease ?
Not till the destroying angel shaft clip
short the thread of time, and the heavens be
rolled together as a scroll. Not a day passes
but we see good and bad signs, a3 the follow-

sign to

l

,■

tect, of Boston,
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges to he flillv equal to those ol
any llphd ip the coijBitry.. Its oo'mtruotiou
*"*
thorough m all iMfecttS ilia
stories being q«it*
and all other parti

And though his effort* never slack,
And tho ighlie twist, and twirl, aud tack,
Alas! still faithpalto his back
The pig-all ha lgs behind him.

ft is a bad

£

was

And right and left, and round about,
And up aud down and In andout,
He turned; but still the pigtail stout
Hung steadily behind him.

a woman

Middle, W%U®»» #uilSilvcr Sts.,

in tin' City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Ifou JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered (or sale and can be pup.
cbaseo at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about
square feet ol
land, Wild an aggregate wodtage unlive hundred and
is
Five
Stories
It
feet.
and conUiyh,
seventy-five
tains about tiro hundred mui iiltet n apartments Jen
the use qf guests, besides tour capaciuus stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST

Sav* lie, “the mystery l’y
I’ll turn me round”—he turned him round;
But still it hung behind him.

^

Rooms to let, furnished
or nnAiroished, with
hoard, at the first class
House 77 Free Street.
Nov 77—dlw*
and Salts ol

Hoarders Wanted.

HOTEL,

1*1 A. RBLE

oro
benra<l him.
n

curious case,
He mused upon thts
And swore he’d change tbe pigtail’s place,
And have it hanging at his thee,
Not daugNng there behind him.

he cames from the cellar.
It is a good sign to see

Board.

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

Thors lived a sage to <JfV*
And he a handsome piStoMwore.
And wondered much and aorrowoJ

Insurance.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let*

is

tor tale by all

Cents 1 I

Druggists.

C.a. CLARK St CO., Proprietors, N*w Haven, Ct.
W. F- PHILLIPS
end H.HAugust ill. Into.

I, CO., J. W. PERKINS It CO
Me., lYholesale Ayrats.

HJY,_Portlund

I

Tut Them! and

,

cod&wlyr

be convinced of their superiori-

ty overeverything elec oi the kind ever offered to
thepubllo tor Nronehilis, Coughs. Colds, Hoarse•
■eao. gore Throat, Catarrh and influenza
Numer-

ous

testimonials

trom

the

ClergT, and others,

ac-

For sale by the principal
companying each box
Druggists throughout the city.
mayVeodtf

